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Abstract 

 

Identity-as-context: Sequential and categorical organization of 
interactions on a Chinese microblogging website 

 

Luling Huang, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Wenhong Chen 

 

This study seeks to investigate this core research topic: how identity is involved in 

everyday interactions between Chinese microblogging website users? By understanding 

identity as an element in the interaction context of discursive practices, the investigation 

is achieved through the analysis of naturally occurring text-based online data. 

Conversation Analysis (CA) and Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA) are used 

to do the analysis. The former will focus on the interaction structure while the latter will 

be used to make some of the contents in the interactions relevant. This study seeks to 

make the “orderliness” (Sacks, 1972) and “members’ methods” (Garfinkel, 1967) under a 

particular context describable and analyzable. The sequential and categorical organization 

described in this study shows how members are oriented to identities in the in situ context 

when they exchange their ideas on a sensitive topic, and on a microblogging website. 
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Introduction 

This study seeks to investigate this core research topic: how identity is involved in 

everyday interactions between Chinese microblogging website users? To achieve the 

investigation, there are two basic ideas underpinning this study. First, identity can be 

accomplished through discursive practices (Tracy, 2002) and it can be treated as the 

context (Zimmerman, 1998) of discursive practices (more elaboration is in Literature 

Review). The discursive practice in this study is mundane textual interactions on a 

Chinese microblogging website. Second, given the site of research is such interactions, 

“orderliness” (Sacks, 1972, p. 37) is believed to be existing in members’ daily 

interactions that is worth being a research “topic” (Garfinkel, 1967), rather than taken-

for-granted “resource” (1967); and this “orderliness” is the situated context in which 

social members can make sense of the social order (Tracy & Haspel, 2004). The task of 

this study is to unpack this “orderliness”. Given the task is clear, the investigation of 

everyday interactions on the microblogging website is achieved through the analysis of 

natural-generated data that is collected from common discursive practice of members. 

Conversation Analysis (CA) and Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA) will be 

used to do the analysis. The former will focus on the “interaction structures” (Tracy, 

2002, p. 113) while the latter will be used to make some of the contents in the 

interactions relevant. Following the tradition of doing Conversation Analysis, “the 

analytic purpose is not to explain why [emphasis added] people act as they do, but rather 

to explicate how [emphasis added] they do it” (Have, 2007, p. 9). Consequently, this 

study seeks to make the “orderliness” and “members’ methods” (Garfinkel, 1967) under a 

particular context describable and analyzable.  
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This thesis paper has four chapters. In Chapter 1, the literature review will include 

academic work from different but relevant topics. The relationship between identity and 

discourse will be discussed first, mainly drawing on the work of Zimmerman, among 

others. Then Conversation Analysis and its application to computer-mediated 

communication will be examined. The next topic is Membership Categorization Analysis 

and its relevance to this study. Chapter 2 first addresses some important methodological 

issues of CA studies. It also provides a description of data and data selection in details, 

along with background information that helps readers to understand the data better. The 

last section in this chapter is a development of analytical framework. Chapter 3 is a close 

analysis of the data by using CA and MCA. Chapter 4 is a discussion of this study. 
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Chapter 1: Literature Review 

 

DISCOURSE AND IDENTITY      

Following Freake et al. (2011), identity can be defined as individual’s or group’s 

understanding of self. To some extent, following Goffman (1963), this definition might 

only capture one dimension of identity: “ego identity”. For Goffman (1963, p. 106), ego 

identity “is first of all a subjective, reflexive matter that necessarily must be felt by the 

individual whose identity is at issue”. However, a comprehensive understanding of 

identity should also recognize the “dialogical” interaction between self and others (Mead, 

1934), the back and forth between avowed identity and ascribed identity. For Mead 

(1934), even the rise of self is constantly in the process of interaction between two parts 

of the self: the “I” and the “me”. These two parts are in a reflexive relationship, which 

means a person could not have a self other than one that has developed. Further, to put it 

rather radically, a person could not think before he or she knows how to talk (1934). 

In addition to the understanding of self through interaction between the two of 

parts of self, as well as between self and others, the understanding of identity also 

involves group identity. This kind of identity often relates to certain categories that are 

often used for labeling individuals. It is argued that these identities and categories are 

socially constructed and fluid, which is opposed to an essentialist viewpoint that they are 

natural or biologically fixed (Croucher, 2004). Hall (1996) also argues that identity is 

about “becoming”, rather than “being”. 

The constructionist notion of identity considers language and discourse as 

building blocks. Without language, without “a universe of discourse” (Mead, 1934), one 

would lack of a way, or a rule for interaction. In Strauss’s piece, language is “central to 
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identity” (Strauss, 1959, p. 15). Further, for Strauss (1959, p. 15), language is not only a 

system of symbols, but also “a kind of behavior”. And naming does not only serve the 

function of indicating, but also of differentiating, relating and categorizing (1959). So 

attributes of a category do not exist in itself. Conversely, they reflect the relation to the 

namer and the way in which they are labeled. Just as the Lue people label their own ways 

of life as “Lue”, no matter how commonly these attributes are actually shared by many 

other ethnic groups (Moerman, (1974 (1968)). Identities are also constructed in 

discursive activities (Bamberg, 2011). While the macro-discourse existing in the structure 

might exert controls on identity construction, the micro-discourse embedded in 

individuals’ daily talk-in-interactions actually provides a context in which individuals 

could co-construct the negotiation of identity (2011). Hence, it is significant to 

investigate mundane interactions and to make sense of our language as behavior (1959), 

and conversation as action (Schenkein, 1978). 

The question is: roughly speaking, could identity be treated as an independent 

variable that is used to account for members’ conversational actions, or be treated as a 

dependent variable that might be reflected by such actions? Tracy (2002) provides two 

perspectives regarding the relationship between discourse and identity: the cultural 

perspective focuses on how preexisting features of identity (e.g. gender, race, age, etc.) 

influence discursive practices; the rhetoric perspective focuses on how discursive 

practices “as strategic action, and communicators as choice makers” (2002, p. 42) can 

shape identity. While the former can be related to cultural determinism, the latter, which 

could be understood as “constructive analytic interpretations” (Psathas, 1995, p. 47), 

interferes with “the direct examination of the phenomena themselves” (1995, p. 47). In 

contrast to these two perspectives, following Zimmerman (1998), identity could be 

understood as context of interaction, as an element of discourse itself. The “discourse” 
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here, according to Zimmerman, refers to “a texture of orderly, repetitive and reproducible 

activities to be described and analyzed” (1998, p. 87). This explication contributes to a 

significant foundation of explaining the main task in related studies, including the current 

research: to achieve a describable analysis on human behavioral activities, rather than on 

symbolic “texts” (1998), based on verbal interaction data.  

Given its important contribution to the current research, Zimmerman’s study on 

identity-as-context deserves more words. A point of departure of his study on emergency 

calls is his argument that instead of accepting Goffman’s idea that the social interaction 

order is somewhat independent of social orders (Goffman, 1983, cited in Zimmerman, 

1998), there is “a crucial link between interaction on concrete occasions and 

encompassing social orders” (1998, p. 88). This link is members’ “orientations to this or 

that identity” (1998, p. 88) in mundane interactions. The orientations provide two kinds 

of contexts: 
 

The proximal context (the turn-by-turn orientation to developing sequences of 
action at the interactional level) and the distal context for social activities (the 
oriented-to 'extra-situational' agendas and concerns accomplished through such 
endogenously developing sequences of interaction) (1998, p. 88). 

 

Accordingly, there are two kinds of identities that are relevant to the proximal and the 

distal context. Discourse identities could be understood as “components of conversational 

machinery” (1998, p. 88), for example, “questioner / answerer” in an adjacency pair; 

situated identities are contingent on particular situations which could involve institutional 

settings, such as “citizen-complainant / emergency call-taker”. In Zimmerman’s words, 

situated identities “deliver pertinent agendas, skills and relevant knowledge” (1998, p. 
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88). The articulation of discourse and situated identities for each member, and alignment 

of these identities across members provide a “continuously evolving framework” (1998, 

p. 88) in which interaction participants could mutually make sense of each other’s actions 

in a given setting (1998).  

The variation of alignment and articulation to discourse and situated identities 

could affect the mutual sense making. First of all, members in interactions mutually 

assume a routine in which verbal exchanges could smoothly evolve. If at the beginning 

one participant articulates one of two parts in a pair of discourse identities, he or she 

would assume that following parties would take the role of the other part in that pair and 

following parties assume that the first speaker assumes the above. This mutually 

assuming is one of what Garfinkel calls the “seen but unnoticed background 

expectancies” (Garfinkel, 1972, p. 3). However, disruption of such expectancies could 

happen. In a simple “question/answer” sequence, the non-occurrence of the latter is an 

“event”, which means it is “‘notably’ absent” (Schegloff, 1972, p. 76). The absence of an 

answer provides the relevance of several possibilities, including repetition of the question 

or indicating an “inserted sequence” (Schegloff, 1972, p. 78). In an institutional setting, 

when situated identities are relevant, the mutual assuming occurs in terms of the 

relationship between situated and discourse identities. For example, in emergency calls, 

the caller is assumed to report something significant enough for the call taker to dispatch 

squads. The call taker also assumes the responsibility to be an interrogator to collect 

necessary information from the caller, who is assumed to be the answerer. When 

disruption of expectancy happens, it impedes the smoothly evolving process of an 

exchange and might lead to the end of it. Again, using the example from Zimmerman’s 

data, a caller asking a riddle confused the call taker, who terminated the conversation 

when it was found that the caller was really a “riddler” (Zimmerman, 1998). 
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Consequently, Zimmerman (1998) argues that shift of discourse identities often 

occurs while situated identities often remain constant. Although it is not elaborated in his 

chapter, one may find that “shift” of discourse identities could have two meanings: one is 

the switch of positions within a given pair, like the “riddler” example; the other is to start 

the next sequence by picking another pair of discourse identities while finishing the 

current sequence in accordance with the assumed role. So when accepting the role of the 

“report/narration hearer” and acting as that role when the caller is reporting, the call taker 

could take the floor and become an “interrogator” in following sequences. The former 

could lead to bewilderment and difficulties in mutual sense making, the latter is often 

considered as normal, if the shift corresponds with the institutional setting.      

Zimmerman (1998) also mentions a third set of identities: transportable identities. 

These are identities that are “usually visible… assignable or claimable on the basis of 

physical or culturally based insignia which furnish the intersubjective basis for 

categorization” (1998, p. 91), such as race and gender. They do not depend on situations. 

It should be noticed here that it is different from saying that “giving off” certain 

information of transportable identities could be situational across different settings. 

Zimmerman (1998) argues that the relevance of this set of identities to the 

“operative” (p. 91) context of local interaction in his data is limited. He makes a 

distinction between “apprehension of the transportable identity of the other, and the 

orientation to incumbency in that category as the basis of action” (p. 91). In other words, 

the recognition of each other’s race does not necessarily lead to a talk focusing on racial 

issues. From the data of emergency calls, one may find the “orientation to incumbency” 

lacking. However, as is shown in this study, when a conversation itself involves identity 

issues, not only mutual “apprehension” of transportable identities could be an important 
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way of accounting for participants’ interactional actions, the more apparent “orientation” 

to certain categories is also necessary for participants to make their arguments. 

CONVERSATION ANALYSIS IN COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION 

Before the investigation of identity negotiation in the interaction, a study of 

sequential organization with some analytical devices provided by Conversation Analysis 

(CA) is needed. 

CA is a research tradition pioneered by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974). 

CA’s work shows that members’ interactions “do organize and are sensitive to its 

sequential arrangement: its openings and closings, turn-taking, over-lapping speech and 

so on” (Atkinson, 1988, p. 448). It follows the ethnomethodology’s tradition to pay 

special attention to verbal interactions in everyday life (Have, 1990). There are two 

characteristics of CA’s work: naturally collected data, and strictly empirical method 

(Wooffitt & Clark, 1998). 

From the developing scholarship that has been done in this field, the similarity 

and difference between computer-mediated communication (CMC) and face-to-face talk-

in-interaction have been compared. Given the characteristics of the data in this study, 

only scholarship on text-based online interaction is examined. 

CA studies on text-based online interaction focus on two important notions: 

synchronicity and conversationality (Herring, 2010). There are different types of CMC in 

terms of their synchronicity (2010) (e.g. a more synchronous chat-room talk requires that 

participants be online at the same time; a more asynchronous online discussion group 

interaction does not have to meet such a requirement). The synchronicity of a certain type 

of CMC could have a significant influence on the sequential organization of it. It is 

argued that the interaction in this study falls in the asynchronous category. 
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The discussion on conversationality mainly concerns the sequencing and turn-

taking system of CMC. In studies on chat-room conversations, or quasi-synchronous 

CMC (Garcia & Jacobs, 1999), the sequencing in a CMC interaction is often found 

disrupted (1999; Gonzalez-Lloret, 2011; Zemel, 2005). The reason is that due to the 

separation between turn production and transmission (1999; 2005), it is the server that 

determines the sequence of turns, not participants themselves (1999; 2011; 2005). 

Although such quasi-synchronous interactions generate a “chaotic” sequential structure, it 

is still possible for participants to discern a pattern that is similar to face-to-face oral 

interaction (2011), such as adjacency pairs, by “sorting out the threading of postings” 

(2005, p. 757). In contrast, the sequencing in some asynchronous interactions is found 

akin to face-to-face interactions. In a study on “threaded” conversations extracted from 

discussion on the Blackboard system, adjacency pairs are clearly observable even without 

addressivity and some threads serve a successful change-of-topic function (Gibson, 

2009). Hence, the researcher argues, “asynchronicity is not necessarily best contrasted 

with synchronicity, as the latter can be undertaken in environments designed for the 

former” (2009, p. 719).  

Regarding the turn-taking system, there are also some characteristics that are 

unique to CMC. Given the text-based feature, "The interactional work done during Q-

SOC (quasi-synchronous online chat) consists of posting and reading text messages. 

Posted messages are designed to be read by recipients" (Zemel, 2005, p. 753). Since a 

turn creating process is not shared among participants, only when a turn is completed and 

appears on the screen, other participants could see it as a transition-relevance place (it 

becomes difficult for recipients to allocate the transition-relevance place when the display 

of a message does not mean the finish of a real turn) and begin to create their own turns 

(Garcia & Jacobs, 1999). Hence, according to Gonzalez-Lloret (2011), “there is no 
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competition for the right to submit a message” (p. 5). Any participant in a conversation 

could start typing whenever one believes it is appropriate for taking the turn. 

In terms of the conversationality on the social networking sites, some researches 

have focused on Twitter, the microblogging website from which the Chinese website in 

this study, Weibo imitates. On Twitter, there are mainly three functions related to 

conversationality: the “@user” function could be used to address an individual and to 

start a conversation (Honeycutt & Herring, 2009); the “hashtag#” function could enable 

users to conduct a topical search and follow a certain conversation; users could also 

revise and retweet (repost someone else’s messages) others’ tweets to disperse the 

conversation. Retweeting, according to Boyd, Golder and Lotan (2010), could be a 

practice that “contributes to a conversational ecology in which conversations are 

composed of a public interplay of voices that give rise to an emotional sense of shared 

conversational context” (p. 1). These findings address a very unique feature of the 

conversationality on microblogging websites from previous online discussion group 

interactions: openness. However, this seems to lead to a missing of “ordered exchange of 

interactions” (2010, p. 10) in an open network. Given an added “comment” function on 

Weibo, this study seeks to find such sequentially ordered interactions on microblogging 

websites. In addition, the conversationality of interactions through reposting would also 

be examined. 

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIZATION ANALYSIS AND CA 

Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA) investigates “the way in which 

members organize their interaction using categories, devices and predicates, mapped onto 

a category or collection of categories” (Fitzgerald & Housley, 2002, p. 580). The early 

work on MCA is pioneered by Sacks (1972, 1992). In his study on telephone 
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conversation between suicidal persons and staff member of an emergency psychiatric 

clinic (1972), Sacks investigates how suicidal persons categorize people around them 

(especially someone who is obliged to help) and how they use the categorization in their 

search for help. He also develops a group of unique concepts and proposes several 

members’ rules in MCA. Following Stokoe’s work (2012), it would be helpful to 

introduce eleven key concepts here at first: 

1. Membership categorization device (MCD): It means the collections of categories 

(e.g. the categories “female” and “male” are in the MCD “gender”). 

2. Category-bound activities: Activities that are linked to categories (e.g. “Hicks 

(category) speak hick’s language (activity)” (Reposting data, No. 39, 111).) 

3. Category-tied predicates: Characteristics that are linked to categories (e.g. “As a 

PKU professor (category), he should learn how to be responsible (predicate) for 

whatever he says” (Reposting data, No. 64).) 

4. Standardized relational pairs: Pairs of categories that involve duties and moral 

standard (e.g. “professor-student”, “husband-wife”). 

5. Duplicative organization: Categories that are having obligations within a group or 

a team (e.g. “quarterback”, “running back” and “wingback” in a “football team”).    

6. Positioned categories: Categories that have a hierarchical relationship (e.g. “bench 

player”, “starting player”, “all-star player” in a “basketball team”). 

7. Category-activity “puzzles”: Unexpected combination of categories (e.g. “male 

nurse”). 

8. The economy rule: Sacks (1972) explains this rule in such words: “For any 

population N, on any occasion of categorizing Members… the task may be 

complete if each Member of the population has had a single category applied to 
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them” (p. 34) (e.g. “Waiting for the apology from this bastard (only one category 

is needed)!” (Reposting data, No. 14, 27)) 

9. The consistency rule: If one uses two categories (e.g. “son” and “mother”) 

together and these categories are in the same MCD (family), others will interpret 

as: the “son” is the “mother’s” “son”, and the “mother” is the “son’s” “mother”. 

Sacks in his work on suicidal persons (Sacks, 1972) provides another explanation 

to the consistency rule:  

If some population of persons is being categorized, and if a category from some 

device’s collection has been used to categorize a first Member of the population, 

then that category or other categories of the same collection may be used to 

categorize further Members of the population. (p. 33)  

For example, if the first person in a classroom is categorized as “male”, then 

others in that room will be categorized with the same MCD (gender).  

10. The hearer’s maxim: “If two or more categories are used to categorize two or 

more members of some population, and those categories can be heard as 

categories from the same collection, then: hear them that way” (Sacks, 1992, p. 

221). 

11. The viewer’s maxim: “If a Member sees a category-bound activity being done, 

then, if one sees it being done by a member of a category to which the activity is 

bound, see it that way” (Sacks, 1992, p. 259)  

      

In terms of the relationship between MCA and CA, they are considered as “two 

sides of the same coin” (Silverman, 1998, p. 152). Other scholars have also stressed the 

complementarity of MCA and CA (2002; Stokoe, 2012; Watson, n.d., as cited in 

Silverman, 1998, p. 132) in doing analytical research on social interaction. For example, 
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upon Sack’s notion of “turn-generated categories” (1998, p. 130), Watson argues that 

there is an inner relation between a caller-called category and the sequential organization 

of the interaction (Watson, n.d., p. 28). Moreover, Fitzgerald and Housley suggests a 

“layered texture of relevance” (2002, p. 583) in which while the sequential organization 

forms a serial and flat interaction, categorical interaction could add to it a “social, topical 

organization” (2002, p, 583).  

In terms of applying MCA to CMC research, a study has been done and it focuses 

on categories in a chat-room talk. The researcher finds that the incumbency of certain 

category helps participant interpret the meaning of the talk and predict future actions 

(Vallis, 2001). However, few other researches have applied MCA to CMC studies.   
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Chapter 2: Data and Method 

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

This section addresses some methodological issues that this study confronts 

before we move on to the description of data. The discussion will be mainly based on the 

tradition of CA’s methodology.  

CA as a research tradition “has some unique methodological features”(Have, 

1990, p. 23) and has developed under a strong influence from ethnomethodology 

(Atkinson, 1988; Have, 1990/1997; Psathas, 1995; Silverman, 1998). Along with 

ethnomethodologists 1 , conversation analysts are interested in the empirical and 

procedural study of the “machinery” (1995, p. 2) that constitutes the “orderliness” (Sacks, 

1972, p. 37) in everyday social interactions and seek to describe and analyze the methods 

used by lay people to accomplish mutual understanding (David & Sutton, 2010; 

1990/1997, 1995, 1998). Psathas (1995) describes seven basic assumptions of CA in his 

work: 

1. Order is a produced orderliness.  

2.  Order is produced by the parties in situ; that is, it is situated and 
occasioned.  

3.  The parties orient to that order themselves; that is, this order is not an 
analyst's conception, not the result of the use of some preformed or preformulated 
theoretical conceptions concerning what action should/must/ought to be, or based 
on generalizing or summarizing statements about what action 
generally/frequently/often is.  

4.  Order is repeatable and recurrent.  

                                                
1 Due to space constraint, the difference between ethnomethodology and CA will not be discussed here. 
Among others, Atkinson (1988) addresses this topic in detail in his work. Have (1990/1997) also talks 
about the difference between these two research traditions.  
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5.  The discovery, description, and analysis of that produced orderliness is the 
task of the analyst.  

6.  Issues of how frequently, how widely, or how often particular phenomena 
occur are to be set aside in the interest of discovering, describing, and analyzing 
the structures [emphasis added], the machinery [emphasis added], the organized 
practices [emphasis added], the formal procedures [emphasis added], the ways in 
which order is produced.  

7.  Structures of social action, once so discerned, can be described and 
analyzed in formal, that is, structural, organizational, logical, atopically 
contentless, consistent, and abstract, terms. (pp. 2-3) 

Based on these assumptions, the uniqueness of CA’s methodology against the 

“established social-scientific practice” (Have, 1990, p. 23) is that doing CA does “not 

generally have an a priori discussion of the literature to formulate hypotheses, hardly any 

details about research situations or subjects researched, no descriptions of sampling 

techniques or coding procedures, no testing and no statistics” (1990, pp. 23-24).  

CA research often starts with “unmotivated looking” (Lazaraton, 2002, p. 76; 

Psathas, 1995, p. 45) for transcribed segments of data, without “explicit research 

questions” (2002, p. 76) or “preformulated categories” (1995, p. 4) for coding deduced 

from systematic theories (Have, 1997). The “data-driven” (Have, 2006, para. 2) CA 

research works from an inductive perspective (1997; 2002).  

This could further explain the issue of “sampling” in CA studies’ data. First of all, 

what can be selected as appropriate data? It seems that there is only one requirement: data 

“should be naturally occurring, rather than produced for the purpose of study, as in the 

case of laboratory experiments or controlled observations” (Psathas, 1995, p. 45). Beyond 

this, there is no systematic guidance regarding how to select data (Have 1990/1997; 

Lazaraton, 2002; 1995; Silverman, 1998). For Sacks, “he happily works with any data 

that he happens to find” (1998, p. 69). Because CA studies works from an analytic 

inductive perspective as stated above, there is: 
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…not a question of sampling from a population of occurrences because, in 
advance of an analysis, it is not possible to say what a particular instance is a 
sample of. Collections of instances cannot be assembled in advance of an analysis 
of at least one, because it cannot be known in advance what features delineate 
each case as a “next one like the last”. (Psathas, 1995, p. 50)  

Once a collection of data is recorded by audio or visual taping (or through 

collecting textual traces left by users on the Internet in text-based CMC studies), 

conversation analysts start working with instances that attract them (Lazaraton, 2002; 

Psathas, 1995). A detail research logic that illustrates the methodology and epistemology 

of conversation analysts is further described by Psathas (1995): 

An instance of something is an occurrence. One instance is sufficient to attract 
attention and analytic interest. The instance is, after all, an event whose features 
and structure can be examined to discover how it is organized. Whether it does or 
does not occur again is irrelevant for the task of showing how this single 
occurrence is organized, what the machinery of its production is. That this 
particular social action occurred is evidence that the machinery for its production 
is culturally available, involves members’ competencies, and is therefore possibly 
(and probably) reproducible. Its recurrence, however, is not proof of the adequacy 
of an analysis, because the analytic task is to provide a wholly adequate analysis 
of just how this [emphasis added] is organized. (p. 50)   

In other words, generalization is not the interest of CA research because it is more 

concerned with how interaction structure organizes in situ. Sufficient analysis is achieved 

through thorough work on one case and the particular machinery that produces that one 

instance. As Sacks argues, more generally speaking, “the validity of a piece of research 

did not depend on how a data-set was selected but on the… quality of the analysis” 

(Silverman, 1998, p. 5).  

A related problem is the social significance of doing CA because conversation 

analysts work on “trivial” (Silverman, 1998, p. 68) everyday interactions. Sacks refused 

to response to the issue of contribution to society (1998). His position on this problem is 
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to “follow what Garfinkel terms ‘ethnomethodological indifference’2 to questions of how 

things (whether cancer, social problems or, indeed, social science itself) should be 

[emphasis added]” (1998, p. 40). He considers those social problems as “big issues” 

(1998, p. 44) and he believes the accomplishment of research on such “big issues” itself 

depend on locally produced members’ methods, which lack in research “both because 

they are not seen as ‘big’ problems and because such research demands that they be used 

as a resource rather than as a topic” (1998, p. 45; see also Garfinkel, 1967). Of course, 

later CA studies has proved that this research tradition can and is concerned with 

addressing practical issues (1998).  

In this regard, a related issue is the relationship between the study of mundane 

conversational organization and social structure (Zimmerman & Boden, 1991). To 

achieve a better understanding of the social structure, the ethnomethodologists and 

conversation analysts tend to believe that “the mechanisms of mundane conversation 

organize the basic forms of social action and interaction out of which patterns of 

repetitive activity taken to be evidence of social structure are built” (1991, p. 12). Framed 

in a similar way, for researchers, the core research topic is “how conversational 

mechanisms… act to ‘enable’ the local achievement and reproduction of institutional and 

organizational patterns in society” (1991, p. 9). 

Above words in this section could be summarized as several norms in the 

tradition of CA studies. In contemporary CA research, those methodological and 

epistemological norms are largely maintained by subsequent CA researchers. However, 

there have been some methodological deviations from the tradition (Have, 1990; 

Lazaraton, 2002).    
                                                
2 Garfinkel (2002) clarifies the use of this notion in his own work, arguing that it does not refer to “an 
indifference to aspects of society, such as matters of structure and social order, the policy in fact refers to 
an indifference to the policies and methods of formal analysis” (p. 170).  
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First of all, while preconception should not influence analyst’s perception of what 

would be found in the data, some preconceived ideas could be developed before data 

analysis (Lazaraton, 2002). On this issue, more elaboration is provided by Have (1997). 

He argues that it is not true that there is no “ideas” or “analytic frames” (1997, para. 20) 

in CA studies. In fact, although CA researchers object that they need to deduce analytical 

frameworks from theories, the first wave of CA research has established some “analytic 

frames” induced from evidence. “Within a decade, a conceptual repertoire was formed 

that is still used today” (1997, para. 20). The subsequent CA researchers conduct their 

own researches based on the “analytic frames”, “in this way making doing CA into a 

'normal science', solving concrete puzzles within an established analytic framework” 

(1997, para. 21). 

Second, in the CA tradition, the codification and quantification of the data are not 

acceptable. Following Psathas (1995), there are four points of critique of category 

systems: 

1. Category systems, because they were preformed or preformulated 
[emphasis added] in advance of the actual observation of interaction in a 
particular setting, would structure observations and produce results that 
were consistent only with their formulations, thereby obscuring or 
distorting the features of interactional phenomena. 

2. They were reductionistic [emphasis added] in seeking to simplify the 
observer’s task by limiting the phenomena to a finite set of notated 
observables. 

3. They ignored the local context [emphasis added] as both relevant for and 
inextricably implicated in meaning production, and instead substituted the 
theoretical assumptions concerning “context and meaning”, which were 
embedded in the category system itself. 

4. They were quantitatively biased [emphasis added] in that they were 
organized for the production of frequency counts of types of acts, and 
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thereby were willing to sacrifice the understanding of locally situated 
meanings in order to achieve quantitative results. (p. 8)  

However, it is not to say that category cannot be used in CA studies. Goodwin 

and Heritage (1990) argues that: 

…the categories used to describe participants, action, and context must be derived 
from orientations exhibited by the participants themselves… The fundamental 
issue from which this stance derives is the problem of relevance [emphasis 
added]: showing that the categories proposed for analysis are oriented to by the 
participants themselves, in and through the production of their actions. (p. 295) 

Furthermore, as coding would risk simplifying the rich description of instances, 

Have (1990) recommends a bottom-up manner. That is, “by explicating one's analyses in 

separate accounts… one could develop 'user routines' to allow for reflexive examination 

as a strategy to counter premature interpretive closing” (p. 43). 

In sum, this study will stay in the realm of CA tradition (to be data-driven, 

inductive, not seeking generalization of findings) while it will use codification and 

quantification in one part of the analysis in order to achieve a convincing description of 

the machinery in the interactions (more details in Analytical framework in this chapter). 

Also, Chapter 2 has already served as developing some preconceptions before data 

analysis, especially the relation between identity and discourse. The following sections 

will describe the data of this study in details.    

SELECTION OF DATA SITE      

The data selection in this study is invoked by the heated public debate on the 

growing adversarial relationship between Hongkongese and Mainlanders in China (Ko, 

2012; Liu, 2012; McDonald, 2012; Watts, 2012). Issue of national identity has always 

been central to the debate (Watts, 2012; Lee & Cheung, 2013). According to the latest 

result from a longitudinal survey conducted by The University of Hong Kong (2012), 

only 37% of the Hongkongese respondents consider themselves as “Chinese People” in 
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broad sense3, whereas 60% of the respondents identify themselves as “Hong Kong 

People” in broad sense. In another measurement of identity, “identity indices” (0-100, the 

higher the index value, the stronger respondents feel about the identity) are used to 

quantify the strength of respondents’ different identities. The value of “Hong Kong 

citizen” is the highest (81.72) while the value of “Citizen of The People’s Republic of 

China” is the lowest (62.41). Other categories include (from high to low according to 

their values), “Member of the Chinese race”, “Asian”, “Chinese citizen” and “Global 

citizen”4 (2012). This result further shows the lack of identity compatibility between 

Hong Kong and Mainland China, whereas a Hong Kong citizen who is of Chinese 

descent should also be a citizen of PRC according to the citizenship legislation (The 

Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, 1996).  

The bottom-up antagonism becomes more complicated when the use of 

Cantonese, the dominant spoken language in Hong Kong and The Pearl River Delta in 

Mainland China, has long been marginalized in Mainland by the central government (see 

the “Relevant background information” section in Chapter 3). The language dominant in 

school and media has been Mandarin, a common language used in Northern China, since 

the era of the Republic of China (1911-1949). Non-Mandarin speakers who consider 

                                                
3 The survey question is, “You would identify yourself as a… (Interviewer to read out the first 4 choices)” 
All choices and the percentage result of December 2012: “Hong Kong citizen” 27%, “Chinese citizen” 
21%, “Hong Kong Chinese citizen” 16%, “Chinese Hong Kong citizen” 33%, “Others (please specify)” 
0.6%, “Do not know/Hard to say” 1.7%, “Refuse to answer” (not published). Total sample: 1019. 
Subsample: 687. “Chinese People” in broad sense means the combination of “Chinese citizen” and “Hong 
Kong Chinese citizen”. “Hong Kong People” in broad sense means the combination of “Hong Kong 
citizen” and “Chinese Hong Kong citizen”. For more details about the methodology of this telephone 
survey, please see: http://hkupop.hku.hk/chinese/popexpress/ethnic/eidentity/poll/surveymethod.html#eng 
4 Since the published dataset does not provide definitions of these categories, the author interprets the 
subtle distinction between these three categories in such a way: “Member of the Chinese race”, “Chinese 
citizen” and “citizen of PRC”. The first category (Zhonghua Minzu) comprises 56 nationalities that are 
recognized by the PRC government, including overseas residents; “Chinese citizen” (Zhongguo Ren) 
comprises citizens from PRC and ROC (Taiwan); “Citizen of PRC” (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo 
Guomin) comprises citizens from Mainland China, Hong Kong and Macau.  
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language as a crucial link between culture and identity believe the preservation of local 

culture has been threatened by the more and more rigorous execution of the national 

language policy (Wong, 2010). 

While a large part of the debate on the identity issue has been presented (Ko, 

2012; Watts, 2012) and even catalyzed (as the incident on which the data in this study is 

based) by mass media, little attention has been paid to the locally5 produced interaction 

among ordinary people. As in an analysis on radio phone-in programs in Britain, 

Fitzgerald and Housley (2002) argues, “… Media institutions are often viewed as 

important domains of democratic activity although the organic and micro-characteristics 

of such activity is often taken for granted” (p. 599). These taken-for-granted “micro-

characteristics” include “mundane form of action and locally produced senses of social 

structure, culture, norms and world views” (2003, p. 599). Furthermore, when textual 

computer-mediated communication has become “a prime site for conversation” (Herring, 

2010, p. 5), an investigation of what has been said and how it has been said is needed for 

the knowledge of mundane interaction with new means of communication. Few academic 

researchers have focused on the “orderliness” produced in the process of mundane 

interaction through social networking sites in China. 

WEIBO 

Weibo in Chinese means “microblogging” literally. While there are several 

microblogging websites in Mainland China, Sina Weibo is the largest. Most following 

uses of Weibo would be referred to the one run by Sina Corp. According to DCCI’s (Data 

Center of China Internet) report (2012), there are 327 million registered users on all 

                                                
5 “Locally” or “local” in the terminology of ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis can be 
interpreted as: first, “mundane” (Silverman, 1998, p. 44); second, “in situ” (1998, p. 39), which means 
“situated and occasioned”(Psathas, 1995, pp. 1-3).  
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Weibo websites. These users account for 88.81% Chinese netizens who are 19 years old 

or above. Among these users, 87.67% of them are users of Sina Weibo. In 2013, the 

number of total registered users on Sina Weibo has passed 500 million (Millward, 2013). 

One of the major different features of Weibo from Twitter is the “comment” 

function. Each posting on Weibo could have unlimited displayed numbers of reposting 

(retweeting) and comments. By clicking the “comment” button, users could post their 

opinions onto the website and the posting would be displayed below the original posting. 

When other users intend to make a reply to a certain comment, they can click the “reply” 

button near that comment. Each reply also counts for a new comment. The newest one is 

always displayed at the top of the “comment thread”. A key function for the data 

collection in this study is that Weibo enables its users to browse through the history of 

any already constructed interaction. It means once someone makes a reply to a comment 

and this forms a two-turn interaction, a third user could click the “view conversation” 

button near any existing comments of that interaction in order to see the details of it. If 

the user is interested in joining the interaction, he or she could also reply to any existing 

comments of that interaction.       

DATA COLLECTION 

The data in this study consists of several online asynchronous interactions found 

among 118 comments and 349 repostings of a controversial posting on Weibo. They are 

all translated from Mandarin and Cantonese into English. The original posting was 

created at 16:00, January 21st 2012, local time. The first comment was created three 

minutes later, at 16:03. The last comment was created at 10:25, March 13th 2012. (The 

first and the last reposting are the same ones as the first and the last comment because 
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when users repost they can choose whether to display the reposting under the original 

posting as comment). 

The data of interactions in comments are collected through the “view 

conversation” button stated above. There are 6 interactional sequences involving 12 

participants. The reposting data are collected manually from 18 pages that record all 

reposting messages. Only those messages that have at least two turns of exchange are 

selected. There are 107 interactional sequences involving 135 participants. No 

information regarding participants’ demographic details is collected. That means, 

participants are included merely because their postings happen to form those at least two-

turn exchanges. 

The original posting was created by a public Weibo account called 

“Guangzhouese Community”. Notably, there are 1.06 million (April 2013) followers on 

it6 . The majority of its postings can be summarized in its signature, “Long live 

Guangzhou, long live Cantonese, promote local Guangzhou culture! Speak for 

Guangzhou! Find the scoop about Guangzhou! Digging for Guangzhou memories…” 

(Appendix A) The reason for this account being chosen is that more mixed ideas are 

expected because Guangzhouese are Mainlanders while most of them are Cantonese 

speakers (see also the “Relevant background information” section in this chapter). Again, 

it does not mean individual data regarding whether the participants are from Guangzhou, 

or are actual Cantonese speakers is collected. All information relevant to data analysis is 

solely based on participants’ postings. 
                                                
6 In terms of how many of these followers are active users is unknown. According to Sina, only 46.3 
million Weibo users are daily active ones, out of 500 million registered users in February 2013 (Millward, 
2013). Also, according to the HP Labs Social Computing Research Group, 49% of total repostings are from 
“spamming accounts” in Sina Weibo (Yu, Asur & Huberman, 2012). The HP research defines “spamming 
accounts” as “ones that are set up for the purpose of repeatedly retweeting certain messages, thus giving 
these messages artificially inflated popularity” (2012, Section 4.5, para. 1).  
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Regarding the original posting’s content, it condemns a hostile speech made by 

Qingdong Kong, a social commentator in Mainland China and a Sinology professor at 

Peking University. On January 21st 2012, in an online news talk show, he expressed his 

strong disapproval of Hongkongese and their use of Cantonese. The topic of the talk 

show was about a viral video in which Cantonese-speaking Hongkongese passengers in 

Hong Kong subway criticized a group of Mainland Mandarin-speaking passengers who 

allowed their children eating on the train. For multiple times, Kong generalized about 

Hongkongese as “bastards” and “dogs” (see the complete transcript of Kong’s speech in 

Appendix B). As is shown in the data, some commenters under the original posting 

expressed their support for Cantonese by debating with others who are on the same page 

with Kong. 

RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

For a better understanding of the research and the data, background information 

regarding the regional linguistic geography in China, the current China-Hong Kong 

relation and Mr. Kong’s link to the nationalist ideology is provided in this section. 

The current use of “Chinese (language)” actually means the Sinitic languages. 

The Sinitic languages refer to the division of the Sino-Tibetan language family that used 

by the dominant ethnic group in China: Han Chinese. Within the Sinitic group, there are 

several varieties that are distributed throughout North, Central, East, South and 

Southwest China (Figure 1). Mandarin and Cantonese are the two among the major 

varieties. They are varieties of Chinese, rather than dialects of Chinese, because they are 

not mutually intelligible. 

The word “Mandarin” has two meanings. First, Mandarin refers to the language 

spoken in North, Central and Southwest China. It is known as Beifang Fangyan (北方方
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言). One standard form of Mandarin was called Official Language (Guanhua, 官话) and 

it has been the standard language since the era of Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) (Kurpaska, 

2010). Second, the common use of the word “Mandarin” today, including this research, 

refers to Modern Standard Chinese, or Putonghua in Mainland, also known as Guoyu in 

Taiwan. This Standard Chinese originated from a series of efforts to establish a national 

language with standard phonology and grammar since the late Qing Dynasty (1644-

1911). During the era of the Republic of China (1911-1949), Guoyu (literally “national 

language”) was formally established as the national language by using the Mandarin 

variety spoken in Beijing as its standard phonology and written vernacular Chinese as its 

standard grammar. After 1949, both polities in Mainland and Taiwan continued to use the 

former standard. In Mainland China, along with the effort to transform the Traditional 

Han characters into Simplified Han with fewer strokes, Putonghua (literally “common 

spoken language”) was used to replace Guoyu as referring to the spoken Standard 

Chinese and it was established as the “common language” of Han people in 1955 

(Kurpaska, 2010). The name change and the specification of nationality (referring to 

ethnic group, Han people) showed respect for other nationalities (ethnic minorities) 

speaking languages that are not Sinitic ones. Consequently, on one hand, the 1982 

Constitution declares, “the State promotes nationwide use of Putonghua” (Constitution of 

The People’s Republic of China, ch. 1, art. 19, 2004, [officially translated]); on the other, 

the Constitution declares, “all nationalities have the freedom to use and develop their own 

spoken and written languages…” (Constitution of The People’s Republic of China, ch. 1, 

art. 4, 2004, [officially translated]). As Kurpaska observes (2010, p. 11), “the two points, 

i.e. the popularization of Putonghua all over the country, and the right of the national 

minorities to use their own languages, are the main goals of the Chinese language 

policy”. In other words, the minority nationalities enjoy the right of using their own 
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languages in governments, schools and media. In contrast, the varieties of Chinese 

language do not enjoy the same privilege in pubic domains. In order to strengthen the 

“pillars of unity” (2010, p.10) of the country, Cantonese and other varieties are 

categorized as dialects, which are viewed as intelligible variations of a single Chinese 

language. The core legislation in terms of language policy is the Law of the People’s 

Republic of China on the Standard Spoken and Written Chinese Language (2001), in 

which it officially declares the status of Mandarin as the standard spoken Chinese in 

governments, schools and media, and restricts the scope of “dialect” usage. According to 

this law, “local dialects” might be used in circumstances below (2001, art. 16 [officially 

translated]):      
      

1. when State functionaries really need to use them in the performance of 
official duties;  

2. where they are used in broadcasting with the approval of the broadcasting 
and television administration under the State Council or of the 
broadcasting and television department at the provincial level; 

3. where they are needed in traditional operas, films and TV programs and 
other forms of art; and 

4. where their use is really required in the publishing, teaching and research. 
 

According to Figure 1, different from the relative unity of the covering region of 

Mandarin throughout North, Central and Southwest China, the region across East and 

South China has eight varieties of Sinitic languages. All varieties are not mutually 

intelligible. Min Chinese spoken in the Southeast China even has several sub-varieties 

that are also not mutually intelligible. Yue Chinese is one of those eight varieties, which 

is spoken by the population living in central and western Guangdong Province, as well as 
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eastern Guangxi Province in South China. The word “Cantonese” only refers to the 

prestige dialect spoken in Guangzhou (Canton) and later in Hong Kong and Macao, of 

Yue Chinese. Guangzhou is the capital of Guangdong Province, where Cantonese 

originated and became a lingua franca in The Pearl River Delta. The dominant use of the 

language expanded to adjacent regions like Hong Kong and Macao as a large number of 

Cantonese speakers immigrated to these two places throughout the late 19th and the first 

half of 20th century. Given the more and more strict policy on enforcing the use of 

Mandarin, most Guangzhouese who were born in or after the 1970s are bilingual.  Use 

of Cantonese in public domains has the similar legislative restriction as other non-

Mandarin varieties. However, Cantonese is allowed to be used in broadcasting media in 

Guangdong Province. The Mainland China government made an exception in this case in 

order to counterbalance the strong influence of the “capitalist” Cantonese TV programs 

made in Hong Kong during the late 1980s, which have been accessible in the Pearl River 

Delta due to geographic proximity. 

Can Cantonese be written? Since there is an apparent division between spoken 

and written language in Chinese, none of the spoken varieties has its own standardized 

written form. Even for Mandarin, although its standardized phonology and its 

standardized written form seem to have a natural connection because it has become the 

Standard Chinese, it would be better to believe Mandarin, among other spoken varieties, 

was chosen to be utilized to pronounce a relatively independent system of Chinese 

characters. A description of the written form of Cantonese is provided in Lee’s (2007) 

work: 
 

The written form of Cantonese has never been officially standardized, nor is there 
formal education in Cantonese writing. Baihua, a traditional and standard form of 
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written Chinese, is used widely in official and formal domains, including in 
government and education. It corresponds closely to Mandarin Chinese, but it is 
different from spoken Cantonese phonologically, syntactically, and lexically. 
Although Cantonese does not have a conventional writing system, this does not 
mean that Cantonese cannot be written. (p. 188)   
 

Hence, a bilingual Internet user can use different romanized inputting methods to type in 

two languages. Although Mainland Cantonese speakers may use Mandarin Chinese 

inputting method to find specific characters to match the pronunciation of spoken 

Cantonese, it does not always work. For example, 諗 (simplified Han: 谂, it means 

“think” in Cantonese) is pronounced as nam2 in Cantonese. However, by using a “Hanyu 

Pinyin” inputting system for Mandarin, one need to input shen3, the Mandarin 

pronunciation, in order to find the appropriate character. Consequently, inputting systems 

specifically designed for Cantonese would be more convenient. Hongkongese Internet 

users have more than one method to type in Cantonese, even including handwriting 

systems (2007, p. 189).  

Hong Kong was a British colony from 1842-1997. Under the British government, 

English had been the only official language until 1974, when Chinese was established as 

another official language. In terms of the spoken lingua franca, Cantonese was not as 

dominant as it is today when other varieties of Chinese language were also prevalent due 

to the enduring immigration wave from various parts of Mainland China. After the World 

War II and the anti-British riot in the 1960s, Cantonese gradually became the spoken 

lingua franca in Hong Kong. In the 1997 Handover, the sovereignty over Hong Kong was 

transferred from the British government to China. The current Hong Kong government 

establishes the policy that the official written languages are Chinese and English, while 

spoken languages are Cantonese, English and Mandarin (Lee, 2007). 
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Figure 1: Map of varieties of Sinitic languages in China7 
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As a thorough analysis of the current Mainland-Hong Kong relationship requires 

the most delicate work and it would be impossible given the limited length of this paper, 

only a brief description will be done here, aiming to provide enough information to 

understand the background of the data. After the 1997 Handover, since the sovereignty 

has been in the hand of Beijing, no word is better than “close” to describe the relationship 

between the two governments. In fact, Hong Kong government is under the authority of 

the central government and no equal status exists in this bilateral relationship. Although 

under the policy of “One country, two systems” a certain degree of autonomy has been 

granted, one has to see the central government’s dominant influence in Hong Kong 

politics. For Hong Kong politicians, many of them are “pro-China” and the Hong Kong 

government is believed as “regularly kowtowing to Beijing” (Ko, 2012). Again, Hong 

Kong is not the British colony any more but it is now the Special Administrative Region 

under an authoritarian state. Its often-mentioned distinctions, a free market, rule of law 

and freedom of speech could have a chance to last for a 50-year “grace period”. Hong 

Kong citizens are “increasingly agitated over everything from the ever rising cost of 

living to the cozy ties between government and Big Business to what is widely perceived 

as Beijing's growing influence” (Abdoolcarim, 2012, para. 3).    

Apart from concerns over democracy, free market values and juridical 

independence, the recent bottom-up antagonism toward Mainlanders derives from more 

practical social issues. As tourists from Mainland can obtain individual visa to enter 

Hong Kong for leisure purposes since 2003, Hong Kong locals feel that their own 

interests have been threatened (Ko, 2012). While Mainland tourists’ influx has supported 
                                                                                                                                            
7 The map was retrieved on April 5, 2013, from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File: 
Map_of_sinitic_languages-en.svg. Original creator: Wu Yue. Based on Language Atlas of China, by 
Stephen Adolphe Wurm, Rong Li, Theo Baumann and Mei W. Lee, Longman, 1987. Licensing: 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en. 
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the city’s economy growth, especially in the realm of retail business, Hongkongese often 

blame the wealthy but rude Mainlanders for breaking local regulations, driving up 

property prices and even snapping up infant-milk formula (Ko, 2012; Liu, 2012; 

McDonald, 2012). Another key controversial issue is that Hong Kong hospitals have been 

flooded with pregnant women from Mainland because their babies can automatically be 

granted Hong Kong residency. Mainlanders got their new name ---“locust” (Ko, 2012; 

Liu, 2012; McDonald, 2012). In response, Hong Kong government decreased the cap of 

allowing Mainlander mothers to give birth at Hong Kong hospitals in 2012 and 2013 (Ko, 

2012; Lee, 2013; McDonald, 2012).  

For Mainlanders, cultural distance seems to be the major concern for them: 

Hongkongese are “crass, arrogant, even strangely foreign” (Ko, 2013). Mr. Kong’s 

speech can be considered as a representative response among many Mainlanders against 

the antagonism from Hong Kong people. In the public rhetoric of Mainland China, Hong 

Kong is humanized as a “once lost child” who has returned to “mother’s arms”. For some 

Mainlanders, there seem to be no reason for Hongkongese to be traitorous, separatist, 

anti-Mandarin and anti-Mainlander (see postings in Interaction 1 & 4, Interactions in 

comments, Appendix A).  

Kong’s speech is a public expression of the nationalist and patriotic ideology that 

corresponds with interest of the central government. Kong is often considered as a 

Chinese New Left. Moderate New Leftists generally doubt the rapid marketization and 

the widespread neoliberalism since the 1990s. They are also dissatisfied with the huge 

income gap despite of the economic boost. However, as a radical New Leftist, or even a 

Maoist, Kong often supports communist orthodoxy and extreme nationalism in his open 

speeches. For example, he has denounced some domestic liberal media as “traitor of the 

country” and he would not care if those liberal journalists were executed (Watts, 2012). 
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He also said the democracy in Taiwan is “fake” and the whole election campaign is a 

“TV drama”. Noticeably, Mr. Kong is the direct descendent of the ancient China 

philosopher, Confucius. He called himself “Kong The Monk”, which is also the name of 

his own online program where he attacked Hongkongese. The platform he utilized to 

attack Hongkongese is a state-run online video website, v1.com. The program, “Kong 

The Monk’s talk show” is a news commentary show produced by v1.com. 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

From a microanalytical perspective (Gonzalez-Lloret, 2011), this study utilizes 

Conversation Analysis and Membership Categorization Analysis as its approach. With 

such analytical devices, the sequential and categorical organization of members’ 

mundane online interaction could be under close examination. In addition, Zimmerman’s 

(1998) framework of treating discourse identities and situated identities as interactional 

context would also be used.  

As is stated in Introduction, there is one core research topic of this study: how 

identity is involved in everyday interactions between Chinese microblogging website 

users? In order to address this question, we need the following sub-questions as an 

analytical framework. 

First of all, what does it mean by identity in this study? It needs more clarification 

here: First, it is important to analyze discourse and situated identities in this study. As is 

shown above, Zimmerman’s (1998) analytical framework of treating discourse identity 

and situated identity as conversational context provides an elegant linkage between 

interaction order and social order. The social order could be discerned because of the 

institutionalized setting (like emergency calls in Zimmerman’s (1998) study). In this 

study, one important pair of discourse identities is first/second commenters and one 
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important pair of situated identities is assenter/opponent to the original posting. By 

treating discourse identities as “components of conversational machinery” (1998, p. 88), 

the first/second commenters refer to the participants in one certain interaction, for 

example, in Interaction 1, Commenter C is the first commenter and Commenter D is the 

second commenter (Appendix A). In other words, Commenter C occupies the first spot of 

Interaction 1 and Commenter D is in the place of the second spot, which is inherent 

within the interaction structure.  

The definition of assenter/opponent needs more words here because a coding 

method would be used here. Coding is applied because it will help produce a description 

of the machinery found in the interaction in a more convincing way, though not arguing 

and seeking generalization or guarantee of recurrence. Before further elaboration, this 

study argues that the coding method is employed by the analyst; in the meantime, it is 

also a form of organization that is oriented to by participants themselves, thus not 

contrasting to CA’s methodological position (see Methodological issues, Chapter 3). 

Also, “user routine” (Have, 1990, p. 43) of the coding process will be provided in order 

to avoid “premature interpretive closing” (1990, p. 43). The definition of 

assenter/opponent can only be understood as in situ in this study: Since there are strongly 

opposing opinions between the original posting and Kong’s speech, an assenter is the 

participant who expresses supportive opinions or emotions toward the original posting, 

or, expresses negative opinions or emotions toward Kong’s speech; an opponent is the 

participant who conveys reverse opinions or emotions. The following questions are 

proposed partly with hindsight to achieve a better structuring of analysis report in the 

next chapter:  

1.1 What is the sequential organization that is the underpinning for discourse 

identities? 
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1.2 How discourse and situated identities can be related in a particular context?  

What Zimmerman’s analytical framework does not address enough though is how 

transportable identities are articulated and aligned in interactions. With an apparent 

institutionalized setting, the social meaning of the process in mutual sense making might 

be too institution-bound. However, if the conversation itself is identity-relevant, 

transportable identities should be a significant area for closer analysis. This study aims to 

explore more along this direction.  

Transportable identities in this study can be approximately categorized into two 

groups: regional identities (Mainlanders who are not Guangzhouese, Guangzhouese and 

Hongkongese) and linguistic identities (Cantonese speakers and non-Cantonese 

speakers). Although the regional identities are often avowed explicitly or implicitly by 

participants, however, the authenticity of this information is difficult to track down in an 

online environment for four reasons: The articulation of these identities might not appear 

in conversations; it is dangerous to draw conclusion on whether a participant is 

Guangzhouese or not from checking his or her online profile; the categorization of 

regional identities itself is fluid, which means doing survey in order to track participants’ 

true social identities could be misleading; most importantly, it is not the purpose of this 

empirical study based on naturally collected data to infer too much from what the 

participants say. In contrast, since the conversations are all text-based and typing styles 

can clearly indicate one’s skill of Cantonese use, it is possible to investigate how 

linguistic identities could have influence on the “operative” context of interactions. Since 

transportable identities are usually “visible… assignable or claimable on the basis of… 

culturally based insignia” (Zimmerman, 1998, p. 91), linguistic identities are apparently 

transportable. As is mentioned in the review of literature, to say linguistic identities are 

transportable does not mean that the “giving off” of information on linguistic identities 
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cannot be situational. If a participant is bilingual, it is true that he or she has the freedom 

to type in either of the languages. Even for a migrant worker in the Cantonese-speaking 

region from Inland, China who just begins to learn some Cantonese, if he or she types 

some words in Cantonese, from the perspective of analysts, it is the solid evidence that 

this migrant worker has the skill, although might be at low level in reality, to use 

Cantonese in online interactions and this participant is willing to use it. In other words, 

for participants, to what extent they intend to “give off” their language skills could be 

totally in their own decision; however, for analysts with hindsight, from the texts that are 

self-explicable regarding in what languages they are, although whether there are other 

languages that the participant know is hard to tell, those linguistic symbols have shown 

what CAN BE “transportable” for the participant. For this part, the questions are:  

2. How do participants actually “give off” their own transportable (linguistic) 

identities through their use of typing language when they debate on a topic that is 

transportable-identity-relevant?  

3. With members’ own methods, how do participants categorize others and 

themselves in their interactions?  

A final note before we move on to the Analysis Chapter is the issue of unit of 

analysis. Although there are different units (Crookes, 1990 cited in Lazaraton, pp. 77-79), 

following CA’s focus on social action, turn is the basic interactional unit that is 

considered to be encoding social action (Lazaraton, 2002). For Goffman (1981), turn 

could mean “an opportunity to hold the floor” (p. 23). Based on the asynchronous text-

based online interaction data, this study continues to use turn as the primary unit of the 

interactional organization. More specifically, one comment or one reposting message is 

considered as a turn as it is an action that is accomplished by typing and then clicking the 
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“send” button. The time indicating when the massage is sent, which can be seen along 

with the content, also indicates that the transition-relevance place appears.  
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Chapter 3: Analysis 

SEQUENTIAL ORGANIZATION 

Turn-taking system 

First of all, the commenting interaction on Weibo is asynchronous because the 

accomplishment of the interaction does not require participants be online at the same 

time. The basic turn taking pattern in asynchronous CMC is, whenever one participant 

has posted his turn (whether for a comment or a reposting), the server would send a 

notice to the message recipient and the recipient would know a transition-relevance place 

appears. Moreover, the recipient could choose whether to make a reply or not. When one 

decides to reply, there is no time limit for one to finish their response. This sounds rather 

similar to the commenting interaction on online discussion forums.  

One distinction of microblogging interaction is users’ unique posting-reading 

mode and the unique reposting function. Typically, microblogging users would face a 

real-time “posting flow” on their home pages. The “posting flow” consists of postings 

that are posted by all other users whom one is following. The more users one is 

following, the more quickly one’s “posting flow” would be available for update. It means 

a relative large part of postings might be missed if someone is offline or updates the flow 

infrequently.   

Hence, once the original posting is created, the taking of first commenter’s (first 

commenter here and second commenter in following analysis refer to the participants in a 

certain interaction, for example, in Interaction 1, Commenter C is the first commenter and 

Commenter D is the second commenter) turn might merely depend on his or her decision 

on whether to say something or not. This decision further depends on whether he or she 

could see the posting from the flow or not. 
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The key turn taking process situates in the second commenter’s reply. If there is 

no reply to the first commenter, there would be no real interaction (two turns at least 

would be considered as an interaction here) or the interaction could hardly continue 

because the one receiving the notice of the finish of first commenter’s turn is the original 

poster. In our data, the original poster is a public account that is often receiving thousands 

of comments. A no-reply action is always taken by a public account under such situation. 

If there is a second commenter, however, the interaction could be accomplished or could 

continue. The posting-reading action of second commenters is also different. Comparing 

to first commenters, second commenters need to take a step further by viewing a certain 

amount of comments before they could take a turn. As is shown in following analysis, the 

appearance of a second commenter and a possible further reply by a first commenter 

could have something to do with participants’ position on the topic.  

In reposting interactions, the action of the first reposter’s turn-taking is similar to 

that of the first comment. The only difference is that the first reposter clicks the button of 

“repost”, rather than “comment”. However, the consequence of this action and the 

subsequent action taken by the potential second reposter are different from commenting 

ones. In reposting, after the first reposter has accomplished the turn, in addition to a 

notice sent to the original poster, the message will become a posting in itself that appears 

on the real-time “posting flows” of the first reposter’s followers (the first reposter also 

has an option to add the reposting message as a comment under the original posting). The 

new reposting message is also read by the first reposter’s followers (or the potential 

second reposter) directly in the form of interaction because a reposting often contains the 

previous postings that it reposts on. Another issue that is also relevant here is that once 

there is a second reposter taking the turn, i.e. continues to repost the first reposter’s 

reposting, he or she is addressing to the first reposter, as well as his/her (the second 
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reposter’s) own followers (this does not mean that all followers are able to see the 

reposting). This is different from the situation in commenting, where the second 

commenter’s response is addressed to the first commenter in particular (this does not 

mean that the first commenter is the only one who is able to see the response). 

Ordered sequencing 

The sequencing of all the commenting seems to be chaotic. However, provided by 

Weibo’s “view the conversation” function, the “sorted out” interaction in the data is 

found ordered. There is hardly disruption of sequencing. Consider the following 

interaction for example: 
 

Interaction 1: 

Commenter C:        

Not a problem of Cantonese [referring to the language],  1 

rather, many Hongkongese are poorly educated,  2  

looking down on Mainlanders, what an arrogant colony! 3  

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter C:  

In Hong Kong, some people are illegal immigrants  4  

from Mainland, some are legal, some are foreign immigrants,  5 

and some are real natives! According to you,  6 

which parts of Hongkongese are those who look down on Mainlanders? 7 

 

Commenter C: replying to @Commenter D:  
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Whoever came to Hong Kong all regard themselves as Hongkongese  8 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter C:  

Some people in China don’t regard themselves as Chinese, why? 9 

 

Commenter C: replying to @Commenter D:  

They don’t deserve to be 10 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter C:  

Those ‘bureaucrats’, many of them are just those people.  11 

If not, they won’t emigrate when they embezzle enough money.  12 

Happy New Year. 13 

 

Commenter C: replying to @Commenter D:  

Not many of them actually. Wish you prosperity. 14 

 

From this interaction, the turns are alternatively taken and the addressivity of each 

turn is clear. Two question-answer adjacency pairs could be found between line 4 and 

line 10. A more thorough investigation of this interaction would need to involve the 

perspective of identity-as-context and MCA. 
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IDENTITY-AS-CONTEXT   

Continue to analyze Interaction 1: there seems to be no discourse identities that 

are distinguishable because every turn is taken by one of the two commenters and they 

could be viewed as two equal participants. However, the place that should be paid special 

attention to is the opening of the interaction where a pair of discourse identities could be 

distinguished. In this analysis, the first commenter could be considered as the initiator 

(Commenter C) and the second commenter could be considered as the respondent 

(Commenter D). This distinction could be significant because the fact that who takes the 

second turn is relevant to the situated identities. 

For an analysis on debate interaction in the current data, situated identities are 

broadly determined by participants’ position in the debate. As a result, Commenter C is 

an opponent to the original posting creator while Commenter D is an assenter. This pair 

of situated identities enables participants to align themselves to either of the paired 

identity. For example, Commenter D continuously raises rhetorical questions (lines 4-7, 

line 9) to reject the collective categorization made by Commenter C. This practice 

positions Commenter D as an opponent to Commenter C, and an assenter to the posting 

creator. Consequently, it positions Commenter D as an opponent to the original Kong’s 

speech that “many Hongkongese are lackeys”. The alignment to situated identity provides 

an in situ context in which participants could make sense of each other’s position and 

project each other’s future action, which keeps the interaction ongoing. Otherwise, such 

interaction could suddenly end because the obligation of engaging in an online interaction 

is limited. 

The relation between one pair of discourse identity (first/second comment or 

reposter) and one pair of situated identity (assenter/opponent) in the opening of a 

commenting interaction or a reposting one needs further examination. From the 
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commenting data, one could find that discourse identities and situated identities neatly 

correspond with each other: the second commenter is often the opponent to the first 

commenter and the assenter to the original posting creator; the first commenter is often 

the opponent to the original posting creator. This relation between discourse identities 

and situated identities actually lies in the fact that from the data all first commenters are 

opponents to the original posting and all second commenters are assenters to the original 

posting (see Appendix A).  

As is mentioned in Chapter 2, codification and quantification would be used here 

to achieve a more convincing analysis. The main concern in coding is to develop a “user 

routine” to code the situated identities: assenter/opponent. Again, an assenter is the 

participant who expresses supportive opinions or emotions toward Kong’s speech while 

an opponent is the participant who expresses reverse opinions or emotions (see also the 

Analytical framework section, Chapter 2). In our six interactions in commenting, all 

openings (the first two turns in an interaction) have an “Opponent-Assenter (OA)” 

pattern. 

It is argued that the formation of this pattern is not due to a tendency for a first 

commenter to express opposite opinions. Rather, there is a tendency for a second 

commenter to make an argument against a dissident initiator. Importantly, it is the 

respondent’s replying action that accomplishes an interaction. 

In contrast, the openings in reposting interactions have different patterns. Among 

107 reposting interactions, 83 (78%) interactions have a pattern of “Assenter-Assenter 

(AA)” in their first and second turns. 5 interactions have an “Assenter-Opponent (AO)” 

pattern in the first and second turns. 7 interactions start with an “Assenter-Neutral (AN)” 
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pattern. The remaining interactions start with an “Assenter-Unclassifiable 8  (AU)” 

pattern. In fact, all 107 interactions start with an assenter, which means all second 

reposters repost on assenters’ repostings.  

It is not the case that there are no reposting messages expressing dissent. There 

are 341 repostings in total under the original posting and there are only 107 qualified 

interactions selected by this study. Most of those unselected repostings are single 

repostings that do not form at-least-two-turn interactions (see also Data collection, 

Chapter 2). One can find that there are single repostings that express dissent. However, 

according to the data, no second reposters repost on such repostings.  

Another factor that might bias the result is that there are 59 (55%) reposting 

interactions starting with the reposting sent by Reposter 3 (RP3) and 36 (37%) reposting 

interactions’ first reposters are Reposter 74 (RP74). It is not the purpose of this study to 

investigate who these two reposters are in details because no information other than the 

account name, posting date and time and content of the message is considered as 

naturally-generated. What the analyst does know is that RP74 is the creator of the 

original posting (Guangzhouese Community) who reposts its own message. If 

interactions whose first reposters are RP3 and RP74 are excluded, the remaining 12 

interactions still share the same “orderliness”: all first reposters are assenters and 9 

second reposters are also assenters.   

The analysis of the following parts of Interaction 1 could also apply a similar 

approach. After two question-answer pairs, however, the topic of the conversation begins 

to drift to a different one: the corruption problem in Mainland (lines 10-14). Although 

Commenter C provides an answer (line 10) that could be merely a possible change of the 
                                                
8 Some messages cannot be classified because their addressivity stay unclear. For example, in reposting 
interaction No. 21 (see Appendix A), one cannot determine whether Reposter (RP) 17’s derogatory 
expression is addressing RP3 or the original posting, or Kong. 
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conversation direction, Commenter D (lines 11-13) takes the initiative to interpret the 

meaning of “they don’t deserve to be”. To this point, the distinction between situated 

identities becomes blurred, the opposition of opinion is no more apparent (to some extent, 

they seem to come to an agreement) and more importantly, the topic has changed 

smoothly. The conversation ends with harmonious greetings (the conversation happened 

during the Chinese New Year).   
 

Consider Interaction 3 as another example: 

Interaction 3: 

Commenter G:  

You want to speak Cantonese,  1 

someone wants to speak Shanghainese,  2 

and another one wants to speak Sichuan dialect…  3 

Every place has its dialect.  4 

Now every place except yours accepts Mandarin,  5 

why can’t you?? Are you so special? 6 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter G:  

Every place except yours accepts dialects,  7 

why can’t you?? Are you so special? 8 

 

Commenter G: replying to @Commenter D:  

We do speak our dialect at home. But we can speak Mandarin.  9 
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If someone from Anhui Province comes, we will talk with him in Mandarin 10 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter G:  

In Hong Kong, some people are illegal immigrants from Mainland,  11 

some are legal, some are foreign immigrants,  12 

and some are real natives!  13 

How do you know that Hongkongese don’t speak Mandarin?    14 

 

Commenter G: replying to @Commenter D:  

Excuse me. Qingdong Kong referred to those 15 

Hongkongese who look down on Mainlanders.  16 

I don’t blame Hongkongese for not speaking Mandarin.  17 

It’s still under the policy of “One country, two systems”  18 

right now, after all. I was just speaking to those  19 

who oppose the promotion of Mandarin. 20 

 

In this interaction, a shift of discourse identities happens at the beginning part. 

Commenter G seems to take the initiative to question the position taken by the post 

creator (lines 1-6). However, Commenter D, again, uses a rhetorical question to switch 

his role from the one who need to answer the question to an interrogator (lines 7-8). In 

the next comment, Commenter G accepts his role and begins to defend his argument. 

Thus, the shift has completed. It is also interesting to find that Commenter D quotes one 
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of his own comments in Interaction 1 and frames a similar rhetorical question in this 

interaction (lines 11-14).  

TRANSPORTABLE IDENTITY  

This section will discuss the relation between transportable identity and the 

“operative” context of interaction. An example in the data can be found here: 
 

In Interaction 4 (original words in Chinese are provided, symbol “|” is used to indicate 

the occurrence of code switching): 

Commenter I:  

[clapping emoticon] Actually, I really agree with what he said.                   1 

其實,我覺得據講的好岩! 

 

I can’t understand, why does everyone seem to support Cantonese,  2                                                                          

by putting Mandarin in an entirely opposing position!  3 

我都好唔明,點解個個都好似同國語对峙感黎 | 撑粤语! 

[Characters before “|”are typed in Traditional Chinese and in the Cantonese variety; 

characters after are typed in Simplified Chinese and in Cantonese]  

 

Like the campaign “Propping Cantonese up, no more northern hicks”!! 4  

乜嘢[力撑粤语,捞勿近]个d!! 

 

I really want to go and beat them up!!  5 
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望到都好想过去升距两吧!! 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, since you are Chinese,  6 

啊小姐先生既然你系中国人, | 

[Characters before “|” are typed in Simplified Chinese and in Cantonese; characters after 

are typed in Simplified Chinese and in Mandarin]  

 

you have an obligation to speak Mandarin!  7 

你就有这个义务说国语! 

 

Those who discriminate against Mandarin speakers  8 

什么歧视人家说国语的 | 

[Characters before “|” are typed in Simplified Chinese and in Mandarin; characters after 

are typed in Simplified Chinese and in Cantonese]  

 

(you hicks~), think with your brains you scumbags, 9 

[捞噶~],你d死蠢用个脑捻下啦, 

 

damn it~  [anger emoticon] 10 

扑据~  
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One can observe a practice of code switching in the typing style here. While there 

are different definitions on code switching in linguistics and other related fields (Nilep, 

2006), this study follows this definition: Code switching is “the practice of selecting or 

altering linguistic elements so as to contextualize talk in interaction” (2006, p. 1). In other 

words, participants in interactions may change languages for use so as to achieve the in 

situ mutual understanding. 

In the above comment, there are three places where code switching happens. The 

first one is a change in the Chinese character written system: from Traditional Chinese to 

Simplified Chinese while the spoken language encoded remain the same: the characters 

are arranged in a way that apparently demonstrates it is Cantonese, rather than Mandarin 

(lines 1-3; see also Relevant background information, Chapter 2 for the discussion of the 

separation between written and spoken Chinese language). Noticeably, the change 

appears in the middle of the sentence (line 3) so it might be the case that Commenter I 

came across a technical issue in typing the character “撑” in Traditional Chinese and 

switched the linguistic option of the input tool on the device to Simplified Chinese. 

Commenter I did not switch it back because all following characters are in Simplified 

Chinese. The next place where code switching happens is at the end of line 6 (or the 

beginning of line 7), Commenter I begins to type in Mandarin (lines 7-8). Of interest is 

that what he or she says in line 7 is just to insist Mandarin speaking. Put another way, 

Commenter I uses the standard language when he or she means to support the status of 

standard language. The last code switching happens at the end of line 8 (or the beginning 

of line 9). The derogatory words are in Cantonese addressing pro-Cantonese people (lines 

9-10). 

Once all code switching places have been discerned, the next step is to relate such 

actions to transportable and situated identity in an interactional context that are the 
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interest of the study, rather than trying to work on the motive, or purpose of doing code 

switching. Since typing in Traditional Chinese in Cantonese variation is rather popular 

among Cantonese speakers in Guangdong Province where the use of Simplified Chinese 

should be considered as standard, Commenter I indicates the incumbency in the 

Cantonese-speaker category. In this turn, Commenter I gives off the transportable 

linguistic identity of being a Cantonese speaker.  

Interestingly, instead of aligning to a pro-Cantonese situated identity (or, an 

assenter), Commenter I shows the incumbency in the category of Cantonese speaker 

while attacking the pro-Cantonese campaign that extremely discriminate against northern 

Mandarin speakers (as an opponent). If the first code switching happens to be a technical 

problem, the second and the third code switching both strengthen Commenter I’s relation 

to the situated identity: an opponent. To be specific, the second code switching to 

Mandarin is used to send following words: “You have an obligation to speak Mandarin!” 

The third code switching to Cantonese can be seen as somewhat ironic because 

Commenter I uses a typical derogatory word, “捞” (hick) normally referring to northern 

Chinese people by Cantonese speakers to address pro-Cantonese people. This is how 

linguistic identity, as a transportable identity, can be related to the “operative” context of 

interactions. Again, this method is articulated and aligned to by the members themselves, 

which is meaningful to achieve the in situ mutual sense making, instead of some abstract 

way of interaction summarized by analysts.  

Are Commenter I’s actions of code switching oriented to by its respondents? In 

Interaction 4, there are two respondents: Commenter J (second commenter) and 

Commenter D. Both of them address directly to Commenter I. The data shows that they 

can orient to Commenter I’s action in two ways: first, by recognizing the situated identity 

of Commenter I (an opponent), both of the respondents express a contrasting view (being 
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assenters) against Commenter I (see Interaction 4, Appendix A); second, both of the 

respondents type in Cantonese in response to Commenter I’s primary use of Cantonese 

and the provocative language targeting them as Cantonese speakers. Particularly, one can 

find in Interaction 1 & 3 that Commenter D uses Mandarin orienting to other Mandarin 

speakers in those two interactions. This also partly shows how Commenter D orients to in 

situ context.    
 

APPLICATION OF MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIZATION ANALYSIS 

Categorical organization 

From the Conversation Analysis above, the relation between discourse and 

situated identity has already shown the relevance of a categorical organization. The key 

finding would be, focusing on the opening of commenting interactions, “second 

commenter” is a category and its category-bound activities include responding to 

dissidents among first commenters and expressing a contrasting view. However, in terms 

of reposting interactions, the category-bound activities of “second reposter” include 

reposting on assenters’ repostings and expressing a similar stance. What is common here 

is that there is a “for/against” category throughout the interaction and most participants in 

interactions express an opinion either of support or disagreement of the original posting. 

In some way, the interaction on microblogging sites should be similar to the 

“host-caller” interaction in radio phone-in conversations (Fitzgerald & Housley, 2002). In 

a radio phone-in, there is a host who could respond to callers’ opinions. The host might 

change its situated identity according to callers’ “for/against” position on the topic. 

Similarly, on microblogging sites, the posting of a public account is just like another kind 

of “broadcasting”. A topic is given and opinions are expected (2002). However, since the 
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reply by the public account to individual commenters is almost absent in the data (RP74 

is the public account itself but its reposting is hardly an active response to individuals), 

interaction happens only between individuals. While the host could change its 

“for/against” position in order to create a contradictory atmosphere, it is individuals in 

microblogging interaction themselves who tacitly achieve the alignment to an either “for” 

or “against” category. 

Although the “host” in the data does not involve in any further interaction, as is 

shown in the following analysis, it still has accomplished its job: to raise a topic and to 

initiate the discussion. 

“Invitation” by using a category 

Besides a “for/against” category throughout the interaction, the way in which the 

original posting creator starts the topic could further categorize potential commenters and 

reposters, as well as indicate certain articulation and alignment to situated identities in 

advance. In the original posting, there is a stress of category as an “invitation” observed 

in the last sentence: Cantonese speakers please repost it. It is similar to Sacks’ (1992) 

observation in his “hotrodders” example. Similarly, the “Cantonese speakers” here could 

be used as an “invitation” by: 

a. Defining a category that is the main “audience” of the posting; 

b. Implying the category-bound activity (arguing against Kong, showing support 

for Cantonese and spread the words); 

c. Under the consistency rule, implying the following readers that they could use a 

category (Mandarin) from the same MCD (Chinese languages) in their 

interactions; in fact, as is shown in the data, participants in interactions tacitly 
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focus on the Mandarin-Cantonese category as a core of debate while this is not the 

whole idea in Kong’s speech. 

d. Implying a potential “rejection” to non-Cantonese speakers on this topic. This 

rejection is further implicated by second commenters’ “obligation” to continue to 

reject those who have denied the rejection (dissidents among first commenters). 

As is shown above, they do not reply to those who have already been pro-

Cantonese, but to those who have not. In reposting interactions, although second 

reposters do not tend to reject those who express dissenting voices, their actions 

of reposting on assenters’ repostings can limit the popularity of those opponents’ 

repostings. This, in another way, leads to the rejection. 

Especially for the reposting interactions, it is now possible to describe what would 

be related to the “orderliness”: second reposters tend to repost on assenters’ repostings 

and second reposters are often found to be assenters. The reposting function of 

microblogging services like Weibo leads to the fact that at most of the time when a 

reposting is created, the “invitation”, Cantonese speakers please repost it, will be 

included as being a part of what is being reposted. The actions of setting a category, 

implying a category-bound activity and implying “rejection” will be repeated as the 

“invitation” appear in a reposting.  

If first reposters like RP3 and RP74 even include the “invitation” in their own 

repostings as shown in the data, the followers of RP3 and RP74 might read the 

“invitation” twice. If a first reposter is an opponent, although potential second reposters 

could read the “invitation” included as a part of the original posting, they might not 

repost on this opponent’s reposting because they would consider the opponent’s opinion 

as something not favorable to be reposted according to the “invitation”. Furthermore, as 

third reposters are often different users from the first two reposters (contrasting to the 
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commenting interactions where third commenters are often found to be the same users as 

first commenters), it is worth mentioning that in 20 reposting interactions that have at 

least three turns, 16 third reposters are assenters. The point that is made here is there can 

be a relation between the appending “invitation” in repostings and the “orderliness” 

among discourse and situated identities.     

Sub-categorization 

By understanding categorization as a device for making sense of actions, 

categories are not fixed notions based on commonsense. Rather, the definition of a 

category could be co-constructed in interactions. 

In the data, since the debate stems from Kong’s two aspects of controversial 

labeling of social groups: “Hongkongese are dogs” and “non-Mandarin speakers are 

bastards”, the confrontation between categorization and sub-categorization is a central 

problem in some interactions. As a way for interpreting the meaning of a certain 

category, categorization could be considered as a way to label a social group as a whole 

while sub-categorization could be used to reject the labeling by dividing the category into 

several parts. 

The most prominent example is in the commenting data. In Interaction 1, 

Commenter D uses sub-categorization to divide the Hongkongese people into several 

sub-groups (lines 4-6, Interaction 1) to achieve a rejection to Commenter C’s argument 

that “Hongkongese are poorly educated, looking down on Mainlanders” (lines 2-3, 

Interaction 1). As a response, Commenter C insists on his categorization: “Whoever came 

to Hong Kong all regard themselves as Hongkongese” (line 8, Interaction 1). Then 

Commenter D changes his question into one that could possibly induce Commenter C to 

sub-categorize Chinese as a whole (line 9, Interaction 1), which turns out to be a not 
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functional argument and leads to a topic change. However, this interaction illustrates the 

continuous negotiation between categorization and sub-categorization of social groups in 

making arguments. 

In Interaction 3, although Commenter G seems to be on the same page with 

Kong’s speech, he uses sub-categorization to defend his own argument and try to clarify 

Kong’s controversial argument that “non-Mandarin speakers are bastards”. In lines 16-

17, 20-21, the commenter subcategorizes Hongkongese as: only some of them are 

looking down on Mainlanders and only some of them oppose the promotion of Mandarin. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 

How identity is involved in everyday interactions between Chinese microblogging 

website users? After a close analysis on the naturally generated textual interaction data, it 

is time to deal with this problem. Firstly, this study seeks to make the “orderliness” and 

“members’ methods” (Garfinkel, 1967) under a particular context, i.e. a discussion on a 

Chinese microblogging website, describable and analyzable.  

In terms of the sequential organization, the turn-taking system is different from 

other asynchronous online interactions because of the unique posting reading mode and 

reposting function on microblogging sites. In this turn-taking system, actions of the 

second commenter and the second reposter are crucial to the organization of interactions. 

Without a second commenter or reposter, there would be no interactions formed.  

Further, this sequential organization is accomplished through identity related 

activities. By understanding identity-as-context, participants articulate and align to 

situated identities of themselves and co-participants throughout the interactions in order 

to achieved mutual sense making, i.e., in this case, make sense of the back and forth 

debate actions. The analysis finds this particular machinery that produces the 

interactional organization in this case: the second commenters often find opponents 

among first commenters to make a response and the second commenters are often 

assenters; in contrast, the second reposters often find assenters among first commenters to 

repost their postings and the second reposters are often also assenters. While motives, 

purposes or reasons for practicing such actions from the perspective of participants are 

not the interest of this study and one is not able to infer too much from the naturally 

generated data, the relation between the machinery and the appending “invitation” in 

repostings is found. 
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It is also argued that in interactions that involve identity issues themselves, 

transportable identities could also contribute to the in situ “operative” context. The 

practice of code switching can give off member’s linguistic identity, which can be used to 

strengthen one’s alignment to the situated identity. However, there could be no one-to-

one relationship between transportable identity and situated identity since the Commenter 

I in the data shows the incumbency of the category of Cantonese speaker but he/she 

supports Kong’s speech and uses Cantonese derogatory words to attack pro-Cantonese 

people.  

Regarding the categorical organization, the most prominent feature of it is the 

incumbency of “for/against” category throughout the interactions. Although the original 

posting creator does not directly participate in commenting interactions, the category 

(“Cantonese speakers”) it uses defines category-bound activities, which categorizes the 

“for/against” position in advance according to the social meaning of that category. The 

implication from the practice of sub-categorization exists in the fact that it resonates with 

the rhetoric perspective of social categories: the categories are actually named and 

labeled, rather than essentially exist and they can change through everyday interactions. 

Moreover, this study also suggests that an investigation of both the sequential and 

the categorical organization be possible and necessary in studies of interaction on 

microblogging websites. Following Fitzgerald and Housley (2002), if the sequential 

organization provides a flat texture of interaction, the understanding of categorical 

organization would further enable us to focus on “participant’s senses of culture, society, 

behavior, political perspective” (2002, p. 598).  
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Appendix A 

Complete Transcribed Data [all translation is done by the researcher] 

URL: http://www.weibo.com/2562720264/y1NYbmmZU#1351138527466 

 

Account signature: Long live Guangzhou, long live Cantonese, promote local Guangzhou 

culture! Speak for Guangzhou! Find the scoop about Guangzhou! Digging for 

Guangzhou memories… 

【廣州不灭，粵語永存】發揚廣州本土文化！為廣州發聲！❤ღ♡發現廣州新鲜

事！挖掘廣州的回憶♡ღ 

 

The original posting:  

<Qingdong Kong: Many Hongkongese are dogs, non-Mandarin speakers are all bastards> 

Today Qingdong Kong passionately commented on the incident, “eating in the subway”: 

Non-Mandarin speakers are all bastards! He said Chinese have an obligation to speak 

Mandarin, and Mandarin speakers are not obliged to and do not need to use any dialect. 

Many Hongkongese have been British lackeys for a long time. They are still dogs, 

“bullying Mainlanders all the time”. 

[A video cut from the online video program was attached under the post] 

【孔庆东:香港人很多是狗,不说普通话都是王八蛋】今日孔庆东就“地铁进食事件”

激情点评：不说普通话,都是王八蛋!他说中国人都有义务讲普通话,说普通话的人无

义务和必要掌握任何一种方言.香港很多人当殖民走狗当惯了,至今还是狗,“专门欺

负乡下人”http://t.cn/z0kCYrK 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 
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Interaction in comments: 

Interaction 1: 

Commenter C:  

Not a problem of Cantonese [referring to the language], rather, many Hongkongese are 

poorly educated, looking down on Mainlanders, what an arrogant colony! 

不是粤语的问题 而是多数港人的素质比较差 看不起内地人 自以为是的殖民地！ 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter C:  

In Hong Kong, some people are illegal immigrants from Mainland, some are legal, some 

are foreign immigrants, and some are real natives! According to you, which parts of 

Hongkongese are those who look down on Mainlanders? 

香港,有部分人是大陆偷渡去的,有部分是大陆移民去的,有部分是外国移民去的,有部

分是香港本地的!那么你说的,多数港人看不起内地人,是那几部分的人 ? 

 

 

Commenter C: replying to @Commenter D:  

Whoever came to Hong Kong all regard themselves as Hongkongese  

不管哪部份人，到了香港就认为自己是港人 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter C:  

Some people in China don’t regard themselves as Chinese, why? 

部份人，在国内都不认为自己是中国人,这是为什么呢? 

 

Commenter C: replying to @Commenter D:  
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They don’t deserve to be 

这部份人不配做 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter C:  

Those ‘bureaucrats’, many of them are just those people. If not, they won’t emigrate 

when they embezzle enough money. Happy New Year. 

当guan的,大多都是,不然也不会贪够了就移民。新年快乐。 

 

Commenter C: replying to @Commenter D:  

Not many of them actually. Wish you prosperity. 

那是少数人了。恭喜发财 

 

Interaction 2: 

Commenter E:  

Well said! Mandarin, if not spoken well, you are no longer Chinese! Hongkongese suck! 

说得好 普通话 都说不好 做什麽中国人! 香港人垃圾! 

 

 

Commenter F: replying to @Commenter E:  

I won’t speak Mandarin, bite me 

就唔讲普通话，你咬我 

 

Commenter E: replying to @Commenter F:  

Idiot 

傻仔 
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Interaction 3: 

Commenter G:  

You want to speak Cantonese, someone wants to speak Shanghainese, and another one 

wants to speak Sichuan dialect… Every place has its dialect. Now every place except 

yours accepts Mandarin, why can’t you?? Are you so special? 

你想讲粤语，他想讲上海话，他想讲四川话。。。。每个地方都有方言，其他地区

的人为什么能接受普通话，而你们不行呢？？你们就这么特殊吗？ 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter G:  

Every place except yours accepts dialects, why can’t you?? Are you so special? 

其他地区的人为什么能接受方言，而你们不行呢？？你们就这么特殊吗？ 

 

Commenter G: replying to @Commenter D:  

We do speak our dialect at home. But we can speak Mandarin. If someone from Anhui 

Province comes, we will talk with him in Mandarin 

我们平时在家也讲方言啊。但我们也会讲普通话。比如安徽人来了，我们就和他讲

普通话话 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter G:  

In Hong Kong, some people are illegal immigrants from Mainland, some are legal, some 

are foreign immigrants, and some are real natives! How do you know that Hongkongese 

don’t speak Mandarin?    

香港,有部分人是大陆偷渡去的,有部分是大陆移民去的,有部分是外国移民去的,有部

分是香港本地的!那你是怎么知道香港人就不说普通话? 
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Commenter G: replying to @Commenter D:  

Excuse me. Qingdong Kong referred to those Hongkongese who look down on 

Mainlanders. I don’t blame Hongkongese for not speaking Mandarin. It’s still under the 

policy of “One country, two systems” right now, after all. I was just speaking to those 

who oppose the promotion of Mandarin. 

不好意思孔庆东指的是看不起大陆人的那部分香港人。我没怪香港人不说普通话，

因为现在还一国两制嘛。我说的是反对推广普通话的一些人，而已。 

 

Commenter G: replying to @Commenter D: [a later reply] 

Hong Kong belongs to China. Going to Hong Kong should not be labeled as illegal 

immigration. To see that people can’t go to Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan without 

restriction really makes me so sad! When will the country be unified!!!!!!  

香港是属于中国的，去香港是不应该说成偷渡的。看到如今不能自由的去香港，去

澳门，去台湾，真的很伤心！祖国何时能统一！！！！！！ 

 

Commenter H: replying to @Commenter G:  

Yeah, I think the originator of this post understood the video badly. 

就是呀 我也觉得这博主理解能力很差 

 

Interaction 4: 

Commenter I:  

 [clapping emoticon] Actually, I really agree with what he said. I can’t understand, 

why does everyone seem to support Cantonese by putting Mandarin in an entirely 

opposing position! [Typed in Traditional Chinese and in Cantonese variation] Like the 
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campaign “Propping Cantonese up, no more northern hicks”!! I really want to go and 

beat them up!! Ladies and gentlemen, since you are Chinese, [Typed in Simplified 

Chinese and in Cantonese variation] you have an obligation to speak Mandarin! Those 

who discriminate against Mandarin speakers [Typed in Simplified Chinese and in 

standard Mandarin] (you hicks~), think with your brains you scumbags, damn it~ [Typed 

in Simplified Chinese and in Cantonese variation]  [anger emoticon] 

其實我覺得據講的好岩!我都好唔明,點解個個都好似同國語对峙感黎撑粤语!乜

嘢[力撑粤语,捞勿近]个d!!望到都好想过去升距两吧!!啊小姐先生既然你系中国人,你

就有这个义务说国语!什么歧视人家说国语的[捞噶~],你d死蠢用个脑捻下啦,扑据~

 

 

 

Commenter J: replying to @Commenter I:  

I recommend that you should go to the Mandarin forum on Baidu.com first, to see how 

some guys from other provinces are insulting Cantonese people. And to refresh you a 

little bit, China does not have a national language. Mandarin, among many dialects, was 

just selected and used as a common language. Mandarin is not endowed with a 

prestigious status by the Constitution. [Typed in Simplified Chinese and in Cantonese 

variation] 

我建议你先去百度普通话吧围观一下某部分外省人系点闹广东人。而且再帮你扫下

盲，中国并无咩国语，不过系将众多方言中既一种---普通话，作为通用语言。宪

法中并无赋予普通话以至高无上既地位。 

 

Commenter D: replying to @Commenter I:  
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 [Meditation emoticon] In terms of the campaign “Propping Cantonese up, no more 

northern hicks”, it was due to some expert who proposed that Cantonese culture should 

be prohibited and eliminated. That means you must speak Mandarin, whether at home or 

elsewhere. When there is no one speaking Cantonese, you manage to eliminate a culture 

and a language that have lasted for thousands of years, understand? [Typed in Simplified 

Chinese and in Cantonese variation] 

[力撑粤语,捞勿近]哩件事,系因为某个砖家表示要全面禁止或扼杀粤语文化。即

表示你以后无论响屋企或者其他地方都要讲普通话,当所有人都悟讲粤语个阵,你地

就成功甘扼杀左几千年留传嘎文化同语言,懂? 

 

Interaction 5: 

Commenter K:  

To be honest, he does not mean that one who does not speak Mandarin is a dog. Rather, 

when two people who speak different dialects are disputing with each other, they are 

dogs if they don't use Mandarin. It makes sense. If not in Mandarin, they can’t understand 

each other. And it would be interesting to use Mandarin in brawl. For example, when 

Xiaoguizi [Japanese, derogatory] meet Yangguizi [Westerners, derogatory], it’s like a 

chicken talking with a duck.  

客观点来说罢，，其实他的意思不是说不说普通话就是狗，而是当两种方言对骂起

来，而不用普通话来对骂就是狗。。这说法很有道理啊，不然两种方言骂起来，骂

了半天都晓得骂什么呢么，。当然用普通话对骂才有意思，就好比小鬼子遇上洋鬼

子，鸡同鸭讲. 

 

 

Commenter L: replying to @Commenter K:  
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I agree with you  [approval emoticon]. I definitely back Cantonese, but there is a 

small amount of arrogant and uneducated Hongkongese. It should not be generalized. 

同意你的说法 我绝对撑粤语，但香港人确实亦有自以为是，本身就没素质的极

个别人，不应统一而沦。 

 

Interaction 6: 

Commenter A:  

I’m with Prof. Kong, Hong Kong sucks, a bunch of yucky people out there, Keqiang Li 

said, to support the development in Hong Kong, I disagree, nonsense, why to support this 

tiny place, we Mainland has much more places that need to develop! Many Hongkongese 

are dogs, running dogs, lackeys!  

支持孔教授，香港就是个烂地方，一群烂人，李克强说要支持香港发展，我就不同

意，扯淡，凭什么支持这个弹丸之地发展，我们内地需要发展的地方多了！香港人

很多就是狗，走狗，二狗子！ 

 

 

Commenter B: replying to @Commenter A:  

i f*** u mother bj dog [originally written in English] 

 

Commenter A: replying to @Commenter B:  

F*** your mother, moron, Hong Kong dog, you forget your ancestors, idiot 

操你妈，傻逼，港狗，鸡巴玩意，你忘了祖宗了，呆逼！ 
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Reposting data [original messages in Chinese is provided, translation is done by the 

researcher; “//” is the symbol that separates repostings; RP stands for reposter]: 

 

1. RP2: What an environment // RP1: You bastard is really a dog! Look at you. We surely 

know you are a dead dog! It’s you, hicks, littering around when you come to our Hong 

Kong. You don’t obey our Hong Kong’s rule of law. Your home is a pit of shit! 

“Governing the country with rule of law is like a piece of shit, without quality”, you go to 

die, you are teacher, you son of a bitch! I should not call you a dog, which will defame 

those puppies! 

RP2： 咩环境 // RP1:你條粉腸先系狗呀！睇你個死狗樣就知你系只死狗啦！系你

地啲撈佬一來我地香港就隨地掉垃圾，吾遵守我地香港的法治，你屋企先系屎坑

呀！用法治治國系犯賤，無素質，去死啦你，你系老師，你系狗雜種唧！吾應該話

你系狗，講你系狗都影衰哂啲狗狗啦！ 

 

2. RP5: Bummer, I don’t talk nonsense with a dog! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP5: 嚓，我不跟狗废话// RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

3. RP4: Qingdong Kong, without morality, shameless! @QingDongKong // RP3: 

Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP4: 孔庆东无德无耻！@孔庆东 // RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

4. RP14: I think, well said, Brother Dong!! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP14: 我觉得东哥说得好！！// RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 
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5. RP13: Shut up! Qingdong Kong! You’re a bumpkin yourself! // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP13: 收皮！孔庆东！你就真系乡下仔！ //RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转

发  

 

6. RP12: “Cantonese is a dialect”, if you cannot speak Cantonese, don’t blame others, 

I’ll say his English sucks and can’t keep pace with the world’s trend // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP12： '' 粤语也算方言吧' 自己不会讲粤语就别说别人' 我还说他英语垃圾跟不上

世界潮流 //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

7. RP11: Fuck… Which language we use is none of your business！ It’s not the case that 

we cannot speak Mandarin. Besides, in Hong Kong, Cantonese is the official language, 

it’s not your turn to judge, you useless professor // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP11: 我刁…我们说什么语言要你管啊！我们有不是不回会普通话。而且香港那

边法定语言就是粤语，轮不到你个没P用的教授插手//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤

语请转发  

 

8. RP10: Cantonese is the mother tongue [“gelivable” emoticon] // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP10: 粤语系母语 //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  
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9. RP9: Damn, bastard Qingdong Sun, who do you think you are! You talk about 

Hongkongnese and you involve Guangdong people! Thumbs up (or it means “fuck” in 

Cantonese)! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it  

RP9: 你妈个西，死人孙庆东，你大晒啊！你讲香港人噶同时你又讲埋广东人啊！

顶！ //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

10. RP8: This guy will not have a peaceful New Year // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP8: 不想好好过年了这家伙//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

11. RP7: Fuck! I speak Cantonese and you can do nothing with it! Please, respect all 

cultures and languages! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 

RP7: 操！我就系讲粤语你吹啊！5该尊重所有语言文化！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！

讲粤语请转发 

 

12. RP6: Dead dog // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it 

RP6: 死狗//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

13. RP25: A fool // RP22: Does this “eating on the train” stuff have something to do with 

Mandarin speaking? // RP8: This guy will not have a good New Year // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP25: 索X// RP22: 地铁进食世界和讲普通话有关系吗？// RP8: 不想好好过年了这

家伙//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  
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14. RP24: Waiting for the apology from this bastard! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP24: 坐等条扑街道歉！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

  

15. RP23: This has nothing to do with Cantonese… Apparently, it’s just about people’s 

quality in Hong Kong // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it 

RP23: 呢个都唔关粤语事..明显只系讲香港素质问题 //RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲

粤语请转发  

 

16. RP22: Does this “eating on the train” stuff have something to do with Mandarin 

speaking? // RP8: This guy will not have a good New Year // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is 

a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP22: 地铁进食世界和讲普通话有关系吗？// RP8: 不想好好过年了这家伙//RP3: 

扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

17. RP21: Frankly speaking, he did not mean that all people who don't speak Mandarin 

are bastards. He just said, if two parties are having a conversation, those who don’t speak 

Mandarin on purpose are bastards. We all know Mandarin, so you should use Mandarin 

when you speak to those who don’t know Cantonese. Although he went too far, what he 

said makes sense. Similarly, there are a lot Guangdong people looking down on outsiders 

right now. To be honest, does discrimination show one’s quality？// RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  
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RP21: 其实人地5系话不说普通话都是黄八蛋~只系话双方对话,故意不说普通话, 

都是黄八蛋.. 咁普通话大家都识,咁你对住5识广东话既人讲普通话都系应该既.虽然

佢讲野系过分D~但我觉得都有道理啊~就好似依家好多广东人都有歧视人外地人既

毛病,我讲自己真心话,歧视就标示自身有素质吗？//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言  

 

18. RP20: Angry people, repost it, look at him, feather-brain // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese 

is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP20: 愤怒的转吧,瞧他个熊样 //RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

19. RP19: Shit. What do you mean? Can you speak English? Being a member in the 

world, you have an obligation to speak English. You have no obligation to speak different 

languages. When two parties have language conflicts, you have an obligation to speak 

English, not Mandarin. // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it  

RP19: 我靠 你是什么意思啊 那你会说英语不 作为世界的一份子你就有义务说英

文 没义务说各种语言 当双方有语言不一样冲突的时候你就有义务说英文 不应该

说普通话//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

20. RP18: I don’t speak Cantonese, also repost! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! 

If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP18: 不讲粤语的也转发！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

21. RP17: A prick // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it  

RP17: 一傻逼//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  
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22. RP16: Acting like this to attract public attention, just say it if you want a raise, don’t 

tell me you are Confucius’ descendent // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP16: 做到甘出位，想升工资咪讲咯，仲话自己系孔子噶后代//RP3: 扑街,粤语系

语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

23. RP15: A bastard stooge who rarifies the sentiment of Chinese people // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP15: 分化中国人感情的走狗王八蛋//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

24. RP31: How can he be on television [surprised emoticon] // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese 

is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP31: 这种水平都能上电视 //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

25. RP30: A professor from Peking University and this is his level // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP30: 北大教授也不过如此//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

26. RP29: If Sun Yet-Sen could hang in and did not make way for Yuan Shikai, the 

whole country would speak Cantonese, instead of Mandarin. Although I speak very fluent 

Mandarin, but it’s still awkward!  // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 
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RP29: 如果当年孙总可以坚持，唔让位比袁世凯，咁样全国会普及粤语，而唔系

煲冬瓜。虽然我普通话讲得好流利，但系讲起上来就叫“拗口”！ //RP3:扑街,粤

语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

27. RP28: Waiting +1 // RP24: Waiting for the apology from this bastard! // RP3: 

Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP28: 坐等+1// RP24: 坐等条扑街道歉！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

28. RP27: A real bastard! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 

RP27:确实系扑街！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

29. RP26: Why didn’t he just label those who open their mouths to talk as bastards?? 

Damn… This kind of people disrupts social harmony, tell him to go home and eat shits. 

How can he say he’s Confucius’ descendant… Bullshit… // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP26: 他怎么不说开口说话的都是王八蛋呢？？妈的。。这种搞乱社会和谐的

人，让他回家吃屎吧。。还好意思认是孔子后人。。屁。。//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语

言！讲粤语请转发  

 

30. RP38: This fella, Qingdong Kong, is actually with the Hong Kong guy, the Hong 

Kong guy said, “Mainlanders are all like this”, this Kong Dog is even better, “Those who 

don’t speak Mandarin are dogs”, it is this kind of bastards who makes China a low-

quality country // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it 
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RP38: 孔庆东条友仔同果个香港佬真系一条裤的，香港佬一句“大陆人都系敢既

了”，这孔狗仲巴闭“唔讲普通话系狗”，中国就系多佐来班粉肠才显得素质差 

//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

31. RP37: Take him out and beat him! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP37: 拖出去打多次！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

32. RP36: He’s a shit-eating dog // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 

RP36: 佢正一食屎狗 //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

33. RP35: Qingdong Kong is a psycho. // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP35: 孔庆东就是个神经病。//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

34. RP34: This Kong is foolish, first of all eating in public is not showing respect to 

others, it’s wrong at the very beginning, and he still criticized Hongkongese shamelessly, 

why have northerners been rejected in the Peal River Delta, that’s because northerners 

see vulgar things as normal, I’m even tired of condemning them, and Cantonese is the 

third language in the world, enjoying the similar status as Mandarin! // RP33: The guy 

who commented on the video has the worst quality, calling others dogs throughout his 

speech, full of dirty words 
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RP34: 这孔都系傻的，首先在公共环境下吃东西就是对他人的不尊重，首先就错

了，还大言不惭的指责,珠三角地区为什么力排北方人,就是北方人将低俗的野习以

为常都悟想吊他地了,况且粤语是全球第三语言,同普通话差不多地位!// RP33:评论

果个先系最无素质噶啦，开口埋口都话人地系狗，死甘爆粗  

 

35. RP32: lol, this guy will be slammed for quite a while // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP32: 笑了，尼个人有排比人叼 //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

36. RP51: Bro! He can’t hear it then let him see it! // RP50: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! Giant fucking prick Kong, I’m a Hongkongese, fuck your mother! 

Hongkongese people are actually very nice! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP51: 兄弟!他听不到，就让他看到! // RP50: 扑街,粤语系语言！大叼孔傻B，我是

香港人，叼你老母！其實香港人好友善的！讲粤语请转发  

 

37. RP49: This bastard, a dead hick, how can he be a PKU professor? What can he teach? 

No culture, no quality, speaking like this, his mom is a dog. And Cantonese is a language, 

not a dialect, no culture// RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it 

RP49: 呢只扑街死捞西，种话北大教授，教D咩七出来，无文化无素质，甘讲野

的，他老母西就狗，加上粤语是语言，不是方言啊，无文化//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语

言！讲粤语请转发  
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38. RP48: It’s been a few days and people are still reposting this video, finally I watch it. 

Personal thoughts: As a TV anchor, I can’t see your good quality // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP48: 几天了还在转发这个视频，我终于看了一次。个人认为作为一个电视节目

主持人 我看不到你素质有多高//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

39. RP47: Hicks speak hick’s language. // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP47: 捞头讲捞话。//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

40. RP46: [Three Ultraman emoticons] Fool // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP46: 傻老 //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

41. RP45: This fool can’t speak Cantonese, bastard, go to die sooner! [angry emoticon, 

five thumbs down emoticons] // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 

RP45: 条粉肠唔识讲粤语既扑街，死快D啦！  //RP3:扑街,

粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

42. RP44: You trash, go to see Bruce Lee’s old movies, he said he spoke Cantonese even 

in a foreign country // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it 
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RP44: 垃圾精,去睇李小龙旧片,系国际都话自己讲粤语//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲

粤语请转发  

 

43. RP43: You really want to die~ // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 

RP43: 你梗系想死啦~//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

44. RP42: I’m not sure if all Peking University professors are like this. I can condemn 

others in this way in the future: You are so PKU! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP42: 唔知系咪北大嘅教授都系咁嘅呢？以後可以鬧人：你真系北大啊！//RP3: 

扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

45. RP41: I really find hicks redundant! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP41: 发觉d捞西都多西余噶！//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

46. RP40: Guangdong people speak Cantonese. If you can’t understand, go back to the 

countryside! // RP39: You must be a foreign spy, working hard on splitting Chinese up, 

this guy is bad, grown from same root, please, why boil us so hot? 

RP40: 广东人讲广东话，唔识听就返乡下！ // RP39: 你肯定是外国间谍，在努力

分化中国人，这个人没按好心，本是同根生，相煎何太急。 

 

47. RP58: If one does not speak Mandarin and he’s a bastard, if Hongkongese are dogs… 

The one who destroys local cultures and disrupt domestic harmony (@Qingdong Kong), 
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calling you a dog will defame our most honest friend (dog) [thumbs down emoticon] // 

RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP58: 如果唔讲普通话系王八蛋,香港人系狗噶话...破坏地域文化,破坏国内人民和

谐噶人(@孔庆东)话你系狗都影衰晒我地最忠实噶朋友啊(狗) //RP3:扑街,粤语系

语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

48. RP57: replying to RP56: What’s wrong? Hong Kong’s development has been 

dependent on Mainland, it won’t go too far if Hong Kong people should call Mainlanders 

daddy, Professor Kong’s anger is completely reasonable, I’m totally with him, showing 

my contempt for those Hong Kong dogs!  // RP56: What you said is wrong 

RP57: 回复RP56: 有啥不对？香港本来就是靠内地发展起来的，香港人应该叫全

部内地人爹都不为过，孔教授的愤怒时完全有依据的，我完全支持，鄙视那些是狗

的香港人！ // RP56: 你这么说就不对了  

 

49. RP55: Who is born to speak excellent Mandarin… Qingdong Kong is just attracting 

public attention… Don’t bother yourself arguing with him // RP54: You really want to 

die~ // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP55: 边个一出世就系讲纯正普通话噶……孔庆东搏出名姐……不跟他一般见识// 

RP54: 你梗系想死啦~//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

50. RP53: All conflicts originated from this foolish “Ban Cantonese” proposal, we’ve got 

pricks every year, we get more out of expectation this year! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is 

a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP53: 一切争端起源于禁粤尼个傻hi的举动，年年有傻hi，今年特别多!// RP3:扑街,

粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  
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51. RP52: Go back to your countryside, you hick! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP52: 翻乡下啦 捞头！//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

52. RP67: He criticized Hongkongese, which is fine, and he even condemned Cantonese 

speakers, PKU professor rocks! A filthy mouth cannot utter decent language! The black 

sheep of PKU, what a shame, scum! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP67: 骂香港人也就算了，还要骂讲粤语的人，北大教授了不起啊!狗嘴里吐不出

象牙来!北大的败类，耻辱，人渣！ //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

53. RP66: You foolish bastard, how dare you insult Cantonese and Cantonese people, if I 

don't condemn you, my mom will call me lazy… // RP 3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP66: 你条7头憨鸠鸠等天收，你有乜撚资格侮辱粤语同粤语人群阿，真係唔叼撚

你我妈妈都话我懒阿…//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

54. RP65: PKU professor has such a low level of culture, no wonder elites all go to HK 

colleges. A man showing disrespect to culture, what can he teach?  // RP30: A professor 

from Peking University and this is his level // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP65: 北大教授文化这么低，难怪精英们都跑去hk读大学。 不尊重文化的人能教

出什么东西？？ // RP30: 北大教授也不过如此//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请

转发 
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55. RP64: Those enforcing the use of Mandarin, go to eat shits // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP64: 叫强推讲普通话的去吃“史”啦//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

56. RP63: Who is he! Every nationality in China has its own language! Attracting public 

attention, or attracting attack on street? // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP63: 距边位吖！中国每个民族都有自己嘎语言！博出位定係博出街比人打吖？

//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

57. RP62: If @Qingdong Kong goes to Hong Kong next time, we’ll see whether you 

dead dog can get home. // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 

RP62: @孔庆东 下次再去趟香港。看你只死狗还能回来不。//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语

言！讲粤语请转发 

 

58. RP61: Feed you with shits! Just an idiot // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP61: 塞你食屎！净一白痴//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

59. RP60: I’m a dog and you die! Are you jealous of my Cantonese! [angry emoticon] // 

RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP60: 我狗你死！ 唔抵得我識講粵語啊！ //RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请

转发  
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60. RP59: This gentleman’s words are not correct!! Everyone has his or her mother 

tongue, this is just like following a tradition, of course, as a Guangdong people, if you use 

Mandarin to speak with me, I won’t use Cantonese, right? First of all, you should respect 

others, and then others will respect you! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP59: 此位仁兄此言差异呀！！每个人都有自己的家乡话母语，这只是继承一种

俗习，当然作为一个广东人，您要是用普通话同我沟通，我也不会用粤语和你说的

对吧，首先得尊重他人，这样他人先可以尊重你！ //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤

语请转发 

 

61. RP75: This bastard really looks like a dog // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! 

If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP75: 呢条扑街个样都真系好狗下// RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  

 

62. RP73: Patriotism doesn’t mean the obligation to speak Mandarin  // RP72: Don’t 

know what to say, so just watch it and repost it, no comment! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese 

is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP73: 爱国不等于有义务讲普通话// RP72: 都不知道说什么了,那就只看和转发,不

做任何评论!//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

63. RP71: Fuck… The New Year is here, man, he makes both human and god mad // 

RP70: Such people are without quality! Hongkongese are dogs, Hongkongese are 

Chinese, so you are also a dog, how dare you for not saying you’re a Chinese!!! Bastard!  
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RP71: 调……新年留留，人神共愤// RP70: D人真系冇素质!香港人系狗,香港人都系

中国人,甘你自己都系只狗遮,你够胆话自己唔系中国人!!!扑街!  

 

64. RP69: Again… // RP68: As a PKU professor, he should learn how to be responsible 

for whatever he says.  

RP69: 又来……//RP68: 作为一个北大的教授，应该学会对自己所说的每一句话负

责。 

	  

65. RP83: Your mother, Mandarin, it really sucks! I just don't want to use it! Cantonese is 

a language! // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP83: 你老母 普通话 好鸠屎啊！就系唔讲！粤语系语言！// RP74: 扑街,粤语系

语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

66. RP82: What would the students taught by such people look like?! // RP81: Condemn 

this bastard one more time! How can he say that other people have bad quality? His 

quality is the worst! It’s such self-belittling people who always attack others first! Fuck 

your mother!!! Be careful when you’re on the street!!! // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP82: 呢d人教出来的会系d咩人？！ // RP81: 再屌多次呢隻冚家剷！話人素質

差，其實最差就係佢！就係呢D自我感覺低人一等嘅人先會去亂七咁攻擊人！我小

你滷味！！！出街因著俾人Dup啊！！！ //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转

发  
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67. RP80: Why do people say Hong Kong is better than Mainland? That’s because those 

CCP bandits gotta be kidding me, without them, Hong Kong is better, at least the 

situation of human rights and freedom is better than Mainland, they still have conscience, 

at least, one can buy licensed products with the price for licensed products, in Mainland? 

With the amount paid for licensed products, one can only buy fake things!  // RP74: 

Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry 

emoticon] 

RP80: 为什么说人家香港比大陆好? 因为香港就是没有GONG匪那么坑爹 人权自

由起码比国内好 人家还有良心,起码买东西用行货的价钱可以买到行货,国内? 行货

的价钱只能买到假货!//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

68. RP79: Why don’t you go to die // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon]  

RP79: 你无去死//RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

69. RP78: Bastard, Cantonese is a culture // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP78: 扑街，粤语是文化 //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  

 

70. RP77: I know it’s a language, speaking Mandarin is also an obligation, being not able 

to understand each other equals with saying nothing at all // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is 

a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon]  

RP77: 知道是语言，讲普通话也是义务，说话听不懂和没说一样//RP74:扑街,粤语

系语言！讲粤语的请转发   
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71. RP76: Qingdong Kong is a dead dog’ All 73 generations of Confucius’ descendants 

are dead dogs’ I just want to use Cantonese to condemn you dead dog [three angry 

emoticons] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP76: 孔庆东系只死狗 '你祖宗73代孔子正死狗 '就用白话妈你只死狗

 //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

72. RP93: In fact, he is the dog, it’s not about us, we can definitely understand 

Mandarin// RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP93: 他才是狗，我们又不是不会讲不会听普通话//RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤

语的请转发   

 

73. RP92: Yourself are really fucking “owing whipping”// RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP92: 你就真系他媽的欠抽//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

74. RP91: Die!! // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP91: 死！！ //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

75. RP90: [surprised emoticon] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 
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RP90: //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  

 

76. RP89: [smile emoticon] After all, we are all in one family, you don’t have to be this 

radical, it’s impossible for us to have no conflict, but with cultures from different regions, 

we should have more conversations, be more tolerant! Time will deal with everything… 

// RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

[angry emoticon] 

RP89: 毕竟是一家人嘛，没必要说得如此偏激，没有矛盾是不可能的，但面对

不同地区的文化，我们还是得多沟通，多包容嘛！时间会处理好这一切的……

//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

77. RP88: [sleeping emoticon, two angry emoticons] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP88: //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

78. RP87: Idiot // RP37: Take him out and beat him! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP87: 脑残// RP37: 拖出去打多次 //RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

79. RP80: He said Hongkongese are dogs in front of others, wolves in front of 

Mainlander. Is it just the case in Mainland? Offering assistance to foreign countries, but 

how about to its own people? Always talking crap like this, no education for children, no 

drinking water, what’s the fucking wrong with the government? Helping Africa prior to 

its citizens living a good life, I just want to say, go to dead, Chinese Communist Party [in 
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Pinyin]! // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost 

it [angry emoticon] 

RP80: 说人家在别人面前是狗 在国内人面前是狼 现在的内地不正是这样? 对国外

的老是这个援助 那个援助 对国内的? 他妈老说这没书读 那没水喝的 他妈有病

吧? 自己的国民还没过上好日子就去救援非洲 我就只想说 去死吧 ZHONG GUO 

GONG CHAN DANG !//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

80. RP86: Fuck you!!! [angry emoticon] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP86: 叼你啊！！！ //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

81. RP85: [three angry emoticons] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you 

speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP85:  //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  

 

82. RP84: Go to eat shits, you dead hicks [angry emoticon] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese 

is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP84: 食屎啦、死捞头 //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

83. RP105: Sigh, Mr. Sun Yet-Sen, open your eyes in the sky. Why didn’t you insist on 

establishing Cantonese as the official language? What can we do right now? Cantonese 

speakers become dogs! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it  
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RP105: 哎，孙中山先生，你在天有眼请看看。为什么当初不坚持粤语为官方语言

呢？现在怎办啦？讲粤语的是狗了！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

84. RP104: Go to eat shits~ Idiot~ // RP94: [angry emoticon] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese 

is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP104: 吃屎啦~佬b~~// RP94: //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发

  

 

85. RP103: Have nothing to say, frustrated // RP102: Those commenting are not good 

guys either  

RP103: 无语无奈// RP102: 评论的也不是什么好东西  

 

86. RP101: Dialect? Damn, if you don’t understand Chinese, go back to collect shits, 

Cantonese has been acknowledged by the United Nations, use your brain to think about 

it, did you bang Feng Jie too much and become so dizzy, don’t attack Cantonese all the 

time, you northerners, in an impolite manner, all of you can be called bastards! Damn! // 

RP34: This Kong is foolish, first of all eating in public is not showing respect to others 

RP101: 方你老昧啊，唔识中文就翻去执屎啦，粤语系联合国承认的语言，用下你

个脑冧嘢喇，系唔系家阵你搞凤姐搞得多，米青当脑汁用啊，唔好下下针对粤语，

你地北方人，讲句唔好听噶，你老母你地都可以叫做杂种啊！憨柒！// RP34: 这孔

都系傻的，首先在公共环境下吃东西就是对他人的不尊重，首先就 

 

87. RP100: This prick is really talking absolute nonsense~~ // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese 

is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 
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RP100: E个7头真系大发缺词~ ~ //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  

 

88. RP99: So this is a professor! Really bad quality // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP99: 这还是教授呢！素质真低//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

89. RP98: Really a bastard… Cantonese is officially considered as one of the languages 

in the world by the United Nations, does this guy know this fact? If not, don’t bark! It’s 

not fucking possible to not call you a dog… Even in foreign countries, people mainly use 

Cantonese! We won’t let you hicks lead the conversation, control the world… Hicks in 

foreign countries need to learn English, as well as Cantonese! Worthless shit… // RP74: 

Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry 

emoticon] 

RP98: 正仆街…粵語係聯合國被定為世界語言之一，條友究竟知唔知0加？唔知就

唔好係度亂咁吠啦！唔想話你係狗都唔撚得…就算係外國都以粵語為主啦！冇見你

0地 D死撈西話曬事，主宰哩個世界…係外國撈西都要除佐學英文之外，都要學講

粵語（中文）啦！廢柴…//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

90. RP97: Support Cantonese… // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP97: 支持粤语…//RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   
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91. RP96: [angry emoticon] // RP95: Yourself are really fucking worth being beaten // 

RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry 

emoticon] 

RP96: // RP95: 你就真系他媽的欠抽//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转

发   

 

92. RP94: [angry emoticon] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP94: //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  

 

93. RP120: A dog bites a human is normal, a human bites a dog is abnormal, the dog 

wants to bark uncontrolledly, we don’t need to deal with it. // RP105: God, Mr. Sun Yet-

Sen, open your eyes in the sky. Why didn’t you insist on having Cantonese as the official 

language? What can we do right now? Cantonese speakers become dogs! // RP3: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP120:狗咬人是正常，人咬狗是反常，狗要乱吠，我们何需理会。// RP105: 哎，

孙中山先生，你在天有眼请看看。为什么当初不坚持粤语为官方语言呢？现在怎办

啦？讲粤语的是狗了！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

94. RP119: [four angry emoticons] // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it 

RP119: //RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  
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95. RP118: “Human flesh search” please, public humiliation please // RP117: It’s an 

apparent provocation, enjoy my Foshan Crazy Feet first~ // RP74:  

RP118: 求人肉、求批鬥 // RP117: 分明系挑衅嘛，比招佛山无影脚你叹下先

~//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

96. RP116: It’s an apparent provocation, enjoy my Foshan Crazy Feet first~ // RP74: 

Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry 

emoticon]  

RP116: 分明系挑衅嘛，比招佛山无影脚你叹下先~//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤

语的请转发   

 

97. RP115: Bastard, take him out and beat him! // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP115: 扑街拉距出黎打拉！//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

98. RP114: I think he’s the only one who cannot speak Cantonese, [nose-picking 

emoticon] gross // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP114: 我看就是他自己不会说广东话. 恶心//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语

的请转发   

 

99. RP113: What he means is that Cantonese is a dialect! None-Mandarin speakers are 

dogs! Damn // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it [angry emoticon]  
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RP113: 他意思是粤语是方言！不说普通话的是狗！你妹的 //RP74:扑街,粤语系语

言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

100. RP112: So intense // RP111: Go to eat shits, dead hicks [angry emoticon] // RP74: 

Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry 

emoticon] 

RP112: 好激烈 // RP111: 食屎啦、死捞头 //RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的

请转发   

 

101. RP110: Language is language, quality is quality, don’t mix them up, particularly, in 

the name of patriotism, evil officials // RP100: This prick is really talking absolute 

nonsense~~ // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it [angry emoticon]  

RP110: 语言系语言 素质系素质 唔好将2者混为一谈.尤其系打住爱国既旗号 狗官

// RP100: E个7头真系大发缺词~ ~ //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  

 

102. RP109: Tell him to die! Can those hicks have good quality? God, all people would 

have been fucking dead // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP109: 叫距死开啦！滴捞HI滴素质居然好？天丫，全部人都死HI晒啦//RP74: 扑

街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

103. RP108: He just wants to be famous, trash // RP106: Pure hype.. // RP74: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 
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RP108: 想出名而已嘛 垃圾一个// RP106: 純炒作..//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤

语的请转发   

 

104. RP65: Decisively @Qingdong Kong.. If you have amnesia, go over it on YouTube // 

RP107: This guy even has the courage to insist the media distorted what he meant, and he 

also said, “Did I call Hongkongese dogs? The media that distorted my words should be 

responsible!” How famous does he try to be // RP65: PKU professor has such a low level 

of culture, no wonder elites all go to HK colleges. A man showing disrespect to culture, 

what can he teach?  

RP65: 果断 @孔庆东。。 有失忆症的话，上youtube可以帮你回顾一下// RP74: 107 

呢条友还够胆死话媒体歪曲他的意思，仲话“我有说过香港人是狗吗？歪曲我意思

的媒体应该负责！”呢条友系想红想到癫左// RP65: 北大教授文化这么低，难怪精

英们都跑去hk读大学。 不尊重文化的人能教出什么东西？？  

 

105. RP106: Pure hype.. // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak 

Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP106: 純炒作..//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发   

 

106. RP128: Such a person can be a judge? Is this good quality? // RP127: Support 

Cantonese… // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP128: 紧都可以做评委？紧叫有素质？// RP127: 支持粤语…//RP74:扑街,粤语系

语言！讲粤语的请转发   
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107. RP126: What are Mandarin speakers? // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP126: 说普通话的都是什么？//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

108. RP125: [contempt emoticon] Support Cantonese! // RP124: I can’t see the good 

quality in Qingdong Kong, there are 120 million people in the world using Cantonese, 

ranked 16th, Cantonese is a culture, a language, not a dialect.  

RP125: 撑粤语！// RP124: 不见得孔庆东素质有多高,#粤语#世界使用人数达

1.2亿,世界排名十六,粤语是一种文化,是一种语言,她不是方言.  

 

109. RP123: Do you want to mess with a large-population province? Kong, Sun Yet-Sen 

will see you soon, you discord-fomenting guy // RP55: Who is born to speak excellent 

Mandarin… Qingdong Kong is just attracting public attention… Don’t bother yourself 

arguing with him // RP54: You really want to die~ // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a 

language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP123: 你想跟人口大省过不去吗？孔** 孙中山很快来找你 挑拨离间的家伙// 

RP55: 边个一出世就系讲纯正普通话噶……孔庆东搏出名姐……不跟他一般见识// 

RP54: 你梗系想死啦~//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发  

 

110. RP122: While maintaining my quality, I have to tell this monkey… You mother 

fucker, you monkey is splitting the nation up! [angry emoticon] // RP74: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP122: 保持素质既同时.我必须同呢只孔马骝讲句...你妈只臭閪喇. 嚸睇都觉得你

只马骝系度搞紧分裂.!  //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发 
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111. RP121: Don’t be stupid~ Mandarin is the only language？ Then don’t speak local 

languages, stupid! [laughing emoticon] // RP47: Hicks speak hick’s language. RP3: 

Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP121: 唔好傻啦～普通話大曬啊！唔好講家鄉話lor，笨！ // RP47: 捞头讲捞

话。//RP3: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 

 

112. RP135: That’s because someone is a dog, barking uncontrolledly // RP134: I’m a 

Hongkongese, I don’t know if I’m the kind of dog that he said in his words, but definitely 

I’m not the beast in human skin who changed the topic of quality into a dialect problem, 

ignoring ugliness of Chinese people, as a compatriot of China from Hong Kong, I really 

[unlucky emoticon] feel sad. 

RP135: 因为有人是狗乱咬// RP134: 我是香港人,我不知道我是不是他所認為的狗,

但我一定不是把人們素質問題轉移為方言問題的衣冠禽獸,漠視中国人自身的醜陋,

同是中国同胞的港人實在 感到悲哀.  

 

113. RP133: A real prick // RP105: God, Mr. Sun Yet-Sen, open your eyes in the sky. 

Why didn’t you insist on having Cantonese as the official language? What can we do 

right now? Cantonese speakers become dogs! // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If 

you speak Cantonese, please repost it 

RP133: 正七头 // RP105: 哎，孙中山先生，你在天有眼请看看。为什么当初不坚

持粤语为官方语言呢？现在怎办啦？讲粤语的是狗了！//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲

粤语请转发  
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114. RP132: Go back to speak his northern language // RP54: You really want to die~ // 

RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it  

RP132: 讲翻距d北话// RP54: 你梗系想死啦~//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转

发  

 

115. RP131: Kongqing Dog, shit-eating dog // RP88: [sleeping emoticon, two angry 

emoticons] // RP74: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please 

repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP131: 孔庆狗吃屎狗 // RP88: //RP74:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请

转发   

 

116. RP130: What’s wrong with you, Qingdong Kong, every place has its dialect, dialect 

is like the mother tongue of every country in the world, in China, Mandarin is like 

English worldwide, if your mom and dad can only speak local language, but not 

Mandarin, does it mean that your parents are the things you called in your words [five 

angry emoticons] // RP3: Bastard, Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, 

please repost it 

RP130: 有没有搞错'孙庆东'每个地方有每个地方的方言'方言就如世界的每一个国

家的母语'在中国普通话就如国际 通用的英文一样'如果你老母老豆都只会讲家乡的

语言'又不会说普通话'那你父母也像如你自己说的那句话吗

//RP3:扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语请转发 
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117. RP129: Hasn’t your politics teacher taught you about cultural diversity? Fuck you // 

RP117: It’s an apparent provocation, enjoy my Foshan Crazy Feet first~ // RP74: Bastard, 

Cantonese is a language! If you speak Cantonese, please repost it [angry emoticon] 

RP129: 你政治老师没教你文化的多样性吗？叼你##// RP117: 分明系挑衅嘛，比招

佛山无影脚你叹下先~//RP74: 扑街,粤语系语言！讲粤语的请转发  
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Appendix B 

Transcripts of Kong’s speech 

Retrieved from: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko5MSXZjmBE (some original 

translation provided in the video has been modified in the transcript) 

Access date: 01/05/2013 

 

Program name and airing platform: Kong the Monk’s Talk Show, VODone 

(http://ir.vodone.com/html/index.php) 

Airing date: 19/01/2012 

  

A: Anchor 

K: Kong 

 

A: Great. Let’s come back. The video we just viewed shows two sides are arguing and 

the argument is in two different languages. What’s your opinion? 

 

K: “Two different languages”. This is a very important detail. One is Mandarin and the 

other one is a dialect. Mandarin speakers don’t have the responsibility and necessity to 

speak any other dialects. Right? That is to say, Chinese have the responsibility to speak 

Mandarin. You don't have the responsibility to speak Northeastern dialect, Sichuan 

dialect, Beijing dialect or Tianjin dialect, right? You may only excel at the dialect you 

grew up with and your homeland’s mother tongue. You don’t have the responsibility in 

speaking other dialects. But everyone has the responsibility to speak Mandarin. When 

you meet someone who speaks different dialects, what would you do? Both sides should 
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speak in Mandarin. Those who refuse to speak Mandarin intentionally, who are they? 

Bastard! They must have dark sides in their minds. There must be an ulterior motive. 

Let’s say, Hongkongese, are you Chinese? As I know, many Hongkongese don’t consider 

themselves as Chinese. They always say, “we Hong Kong”, “you China”. That is bastard. 

These people have been used to be British lackeys. Until now, they are still dogs. You’re 

not human beings. I know there are many good persons in Hong Kong. However, many 

Hongkongese are still dogs. If the same had happened on Hongkongese, would the result 

be the same? No. This is the kind of people who had already been criticized by Lu Xun---

Westerners’ snobs. Mr. Lu Xun said, there were a lot of snobs on the street of Shanghai, 

bullying countrymen. They saw many countrymen entering the city were not aware of the 

rules. For example, they couldn’t understand the traffic lights, or littering on the street. 

Those snobs would immediately said, “you are fined”!  So, these people are dogs in 

front of imperialism. In front of Chinese, they are wolves. They are residues of the colony 

period. I’ve been to Hong Kong many times. Hong Kong has its own advantage, for 

example, rule of law. Speaking of rule of law, it is also from the British. How did British 

deal with those Hong Kong dogs? Lash them if they were not obedient. Hongkongese 

were lashed to death to be obedient. As common people say, in Pekingese words, they 

“owe whipping”! For now, even though Hong Kong has been returned to China, the 

hearts of Hongkongese haven’t returned completely yet. There are still a lot of “running 

dogs” left by the British. They are dogs in front of colonialism but suddenly become 

wolves in front of Mainland fellows. This attitude is the same as that of Korean and 

Taiwanese soldiers in the Japanese Army during the War. We call them “second ghost 

[traitor of Chinese]”. There are still many “second ghosts” in Hong Kong. Why? You see 

the guy in the video. Is he a human being? Although you don’t understand what he said, 

that’s a child. The kid is just eating in the subway’s compartment. You should just say, 
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“Kid, don’t do that. There is this or that rule and what you are doing is not good”. It 

should be handled like this, right? And that mother said, “I didn’t know the rule. We 

won’t eat, okay”? But it becomes an endless squabble. And it’s a “mass brawl”. Will you 

treat Hongkongese, American and Japanese like that? Will you treat your American and 

Japanese papa like that? I haven’t seen that before. Are Hongkongese of good quality? 

No, I think the quality of Hongkongese is among the worst in China. I have been to Hong 

Kong many times. There are a lot Hongkongese lacking for humaneness, swindling 

money by using every trick they can come up with. There are few who has humaneness 

among guides and shop assistants in Hong Kong.  You Hongkongese have no 

qualification to feel proud against Mainlanders. I say again, many Hongkongese are dogs. 

 

A: It seems Professor Kong is really angry. Now let’s read some comments written by 

netizens. “Gumengwanjia” says, “At the beginning of the Open Door Policy, 

Hongkongese took all the advantages of China. Now, our economy is great and they are 

getting jealous. That’s really the narrow psychology of British colony”.  

 

K: Hmm. 

 

A: Okay. Let’s move on. Let’s see, “Feitianhu”, he says, “Hongkongese have the 

tradition of discriminating Mainlanders”. 

 

K: Hmm. If that’s the case, you Hong Kong should cut off the relationship with 

Mainland. We Mainland won’t supply water, vegetables, fruits or rice to you any more. 

You live your own life. Go and find your British papa.  
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A: Okay. Let’s continue. One netizen says, “Only quantity, no quality. That’s the mindset 

and morality of Chinese. Sigh”. 

 

K: In terms of morality, every country has its black sheep. Most of Hongkongese are of 

poor moral quality. This is from my own experience. However, why do they feel proud 

against others? This is the psychology. If you’ve learned some history, you will know it. 

That’s the same as Korean look down at other countries and Hongkongese look down on 

Mainlander. It’s a typical mindset of colonist and snob. 

 

A: Let’s move on. A netizen says, “We should seek common ground while embracing the 

difference. Don’t spoil. Don’t suppress, either”. And the next one says, “We can’t eat in 

the subway train? I’ve seen somebody drinking beer. Mainland is still better”.  

 

K: No. We should admit that eating in the subway train is not good anywhere. Even 

though there is no rule, it is not good. The problem is when we see a kid eating in the 

compartment, how can we deal with it? Everyone should be treated as equal. Should we 

rebuke a countryman? Should several city residents rebuke a countryman? Is it 

appropriate? Besides, don’t think that you Hong Kong are still prestigious. The only 

prestigious thing about Hong Kong is being a special administration region that can get 

advantages from Mainland. When Shenzhen, Shanghai, and such ports along the shore 

have developed, Hong Kong has no advantage. Hong Kong now only survives on 

Mainland tourists. Otherwise, you will all be starving to death and Hong Kong will 

become a “stinky port”.  

 

A: But I heard that the environment of Hong Kong is better and cleaner than us. 
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K: That’s true. Why so clean? That’s due to rule of law, not human quality. Just like 

Singapore, the fine for smoking is 5000. That’s rule of law. The dependence on rule of 

law demonstrates the poor quality of people. They cannot do a good job or live a good 

life without being beaten. What does that indicate? One word [in Chinese]: “piece of 

shit”. “Owing whipping”.  

 

A: All right. Let’s continue. Next one, a netizen from Beijing, says, “Don’t ever take 

Hong Kong back. Mainlander should not impede them from becoming the first-class 

citizens in the world”. 

 

K: Right. You’re the first-class citizens in the world. Awesome! 

 

A: Right… 

 

K: Two million of Hongkongese live in animal cages that are smaller than 20-meter-

square. What makes you feel proud? Li Ka-Shing calls his 200-meter-square room as 

“luxury house”. It’s so ridiculous. 

 

A: Okay. It’s time for us to call it a day. 
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